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ABSTFACT
Fhe Sistine chapel was designed and decorated as a
symbol of "the supremacy of the Church and pajacy. Models on.
vhich the patron based the architecture, furnishings and
decorations show that Sixtus IV meant to recreate "venerable
religious "buildings.

The central theme of the chapel's

fresco decoration, painted in part "by Sandro lotticelli, is
the history, strength and continuity of Christianity and the
priesthood.

The subject natter of the frescoes includes the

"biographies of Hoses and Christ, predecessors of the Pope,
as rulers, lawgivers and priests, and the history and ascend*
ancy of th.e Church.

Ihe stories of Noses and Christ face

each other, so typology is present in the cycle,

.A band of

latin inscriptions, recently uncovered, also compares and
contrasts the Old and New- Covenants.

An analysis of

Botticelli's compositions, portraits and pictorial sources
concludes this discussion of Botticelli's frescoes painted
for Sixtus 3V.

viii

CHAPTER 1
IWTRODUCriOW
Every inch of every surface - except the floor - in
the large room known as the Sistine chapel is covered with
frescoes.

The altar wall and ceiLing teem with IlicheLangeLo's

figures* indeed, that artist's work end the Sistine are syn
onymous (Pigure 2).

Our purpose heros, however, is to stud/

the frescoes oil the side "walLs of the room commissioned "by
Tope Sixtus IV" in 1481, and of those, the creations of Sandro
Botticelli.
Considering the wealth of material written atiout the
Sistine chapel, it would seen an easy task to study the -wall
fr*scoes i however, the majority cf information available con
cerns Michelangelo's worko

A search lor contemporary docu

ments yields only two extant contracts pertinent to Sixtus's
commission, neither of which gi'/es concrete information a"bout
tlie imagery from the point of view that they commemorate
Sixtus's political activities, or comment8 about the degree
tc which typology occurs (or does not) in the cycle.
While the Sistine frescoes set the theme of decora
tions for the rest of the chapel, re-introduced the "use of
gold for highlights, established the aristocratic bearing and
lavish clothing seen in subsequent Vatican frescoes, and were
1

2
consider©! the most important commission of their day, "they
vexe largely neglected by scholars Tintil the present century.
Michelangelo's frescoes are so largely acclaimed and exhaus
tively researched that Sixtus's commission has literally
faded into the background,
In the nineteenth century the wall paintings began to
receive sone attention# quite likely "because of renewed in
terest in the work of Botticelli toy Hcssetti, later, Ruskin
and Swinburne in England, but the misconceptions about the
program persisted.

As a consequence of the initial, enduring

misinterpretations, the subjects of Botticelli's paintings
were usually considered either enigmatic or not integrally
related to the prograia or, as in the case of the artist's
Temptation ol Christ," the principle narrative was misidentified.

As a result of profound contemporary research, aided

toy a thorough cleaning of the frescoes, the early iconologieal analyses have "been nullified.
In 1965 L». E. Ettlinger published The Sistine Chapel
2
before Michelangelo: Religious Inagery and Tapal Primacy,
Ittlinger established the position of the Sistine cycle in
Italian monumental church decoration, developed a new icono
graphy fox the images, and showed that the images represented
theological precepts held by Sixtus 17 and his cixcle,
Ittlinger resolved the intrinsic meaning of the cycle, deter
mined several instances of problematic attributions and

3
identified subject matter heretofore considered obscure.
A "by-product of Ettlinger's thesis, on which this
study is largely based, is the favorable light in which he
casts Botticelli's frescoes. Of all the Sistine frescoes
lotticelli's have suffered the most assaults by critics.
Ittlinger identified the "true subject natter of Botticelli's
images and revealed their significance to the program.

Con

sequently, Botticelli's worK is now viewed as neither mys
terious nor irrelevante but rather as thenatically impera
tive to the program.
His contemporaries have generally accepted Ettlinger's
theses, but the issue of typology, even as Ettlinger present
ed it, remained a strongly contested issue.

Concurrently

with the publication of Ettlinger's "book, the cleaning of the
Sistine wall frescoes began (work began in 19^5 and lasted
until 197^).

The issue of typology was at last resolved by

the revelation of a band of inscriptions over the frescoes.
These tituli were painted out in the sixteenth century, when
the first Letter of each was destroyed. With thejudofan early
sixteenth century engraving, the text of the inscriptions
was restored and now the parallels between the images are
apparent.^

The dimension added to the program "by these

inscriptions does not complicate our use of Ettlinger's worK,
but rather complements it.
The theme of this thesis is the study of Sandro
Botticelli's contribution to the fresco cycle in the Sistine

Uchapel.

Ett linger*s Aoonograjhic identifications are supple

mented by collateral, research, for while Ittlinger resolved
the major problems presented "by the fresco cycle, he left
some questions unexamined,

In this paper 1 intend to amplify

those areas Ettlinger merely touched,or, to present aspects
lie neglected and to conpare Dttlinger's approach to the issue
of typological content with that which was recently discovered.
In his personal chapel, Sixtus IV illustrated his
•view of the institution and history of the Church and her
priests not only through the fresco decoration of the walls,
"but also in the architectural style and furnishings of the
building.

Sixtus* s plan v/as known "by and adhered to by his

successors when they commissioned further decorations for the
room, so that the entire chapel presented a unified program
to the Fenaissance "vievexj this has "been preserved for the
contemporary viewer as well,

Until recently, important and

integral parts of this scheme were misinterpreted: b\it a.
positive reevalnation has been established by contemporary
studies.

This thesis elaborates on those findings and pre

sents the work of Sandro Botticelli from that point of view.

CHAPTER 2

HISTORIC AX BA.CKGROUKD
The Patron
Trancesco deLla Rorere's election to the throne of
St, Peter was acclaimed in Rone in the autumn of IU71 lecause
he vas regarded as a pious, Itcly man and a great theologian.
Francesco's intellectual capabilities, his reverence for the
Church and ieep commitment to the Tranciscan Order all con
tributed to his successful career.
Francesco progressed through the hierarchy of "the
Church rapidly, tfe was "born into extreme poverty, consecrat
ed hy his mother to St. Trancis,* adopted by the delLa

Fovere family

2

and joined the Franciscan Order at an early

age. 3
Later lie studied philosophy and "theology at the uni
versities in Pavia and Bologna, where he gained a reputation.
lx
as a "brilliant scholar with a gift for oratory.
By 144 3 he
occupied a chair in phiLosophy at the University of Perugia.^
In addition to his professorial duties there, he served as
a speaker in cities some distance from the University, where
he spoke before large, enthusiastic audiences.

Following

this position he was a professor at the universities in
Padua, Bologna, Pavia, Sienna and Florence.^

5

6
Francesco wrote and published treatises vMch gained
the attention of his jeers and superiors.
an opinion on the subject ol the flolx

In 1^5^ he vrote

Blood of Christ

during His Crucifixion, and later represented his order in
the debate on this topic against the Dominicans.^

In 1462

he read his argument or the Precious Blood "before Pope Tius
8
in Rone.
Although Pius decided in fa-vor of the joint cf
view of the Dominicans, Francesco's scholarship wor him the
respect of the ?cp«3.

In 14?0, Francesco published De Sanguine

Christi. which he dedicated to Pius II.

Other topics that

Francesco -wrote atout include the "Virgin Mary, the sacra-9
ment of the Eucharist ard the power of God.
Francesco
published a treatise on the last subject, De Totentiae Bei,
early in his career^0

The young priest retained the Ideas

expressed in these treatises; they are recreated in the im
agery of the Sistire.
Francesco's reputation as a compelling orator and
scholar also contributed to his swift ascent through the
Franciscan Order.

He becane Minister of the Order lor the

province of Genoa in 1460,** then became Minister Gereral of
1?
the entire Order in 1^64.
In L467 Pope Paul II appointed
him cardinal

and four years later he gained the papal

tiara.
An atmosphere of optimism surrounded the early period
of Sixtus's pontificate.

The pope launched rigorous "building

campaigns to create of Rome, the center ol Christianity and

7
the Church, a worthy symbol of the Faith., Sixtus also strove
to revitalize his own office.

In order to accomplish these

goals Sixtus drew on. the past, choosing models from history
on vhich to base both his papacy and his architectural prograins.
Sixtus 3V took his potifical name Iron Sixtus II
(257-2^8) to honor that Pope's feast day, August 9» because
the date coincided with the opening of the concla-ve v/hich
elevated Francesco della Revere to the throne of St. Peter.

1b

Sixtus II's papacy occurred in the middle of the "third cen
tury, a period of creative growth within the Church,^ so
Sixtus IV may have chosen this predecessor's nairie with the
hope that the same developnent would occur during his own
pontificate.
Sixtus I*V modelled his papacy upon those of two of his
antecedents, Innocent III (1198 - 1216) and Nicholas V (1U471^55)• for Sixtus respected qualities and interests exhibited
"by these men.
Innocent III appealed to Sixtus because he was a
worldly leader, a scholar and patron of the arts and the Pope
who sanctioned the Franciscan Order In 1209.^

Through his

recognition of this mendicant order Innocent acknowledged
Francis's saintliness, but he also achieved "benefits that
were goals of Sixtus as welli

Innocent increased church nem17
"bership and the popularity of Rome. ' Innocent III and St.
Francis are traditionally linked "by the bond of hospital care

8
fox the sick.

Innocent fotinded Sto. Spixito, the hospital for

vhich Sixtus personally supervised a vast renovation and decoxation program in l4?3.
Sixtus"s design,fox the fresco cycle in 8to. Spirito
demonstrates that he intentionally aligned himself v/ith Inno
cent III.

The fixst seven scenes in this cycle represent the

story of the hospital's institution under the patronage of In
nocent sc that they create a prologue to the remainder of the
cycle vhich depicts events from Sixtus's own life.

Innocent's

role in the history of the hospital is preserved vhile Sixtus
18
gains the same eminence as his role model,
vho is remembered

as the avid defender of the sacred power of the Church and
19
creator of the notion of an ecclesia inpexialis.
Sixtus's fresco cycle in Sto. Spixito predates the
pontiff's Vatican, chapel, "but the two commissions share cer
tain stylistic and philosophical characteristics.

These ele

ments concern the manner in which the frescoes are disposed
as well as the manner in vhich Sixtus vieved the office he
occupied and those who preceeded him in it.
At Sto. Spirito Sixtus combined inscriptions with a
narrative fresco cycle, which showed that the patron under
stood the value of a visual program accompanied by literary
documentation.

Sixtus designed his hospital cycle so that the

scenes unfolded one at a time in a natural and chronological
sequence, which reveals the patron's interest in both visual
clarity and historical themes.

At Sto. Splrito the program

centers on Sixtus'8 charitable deeds and depicts the

9
20

Pope as? & ruler, tenchc-r &nd devout worshipper,

The mes

sage to the viewer of this cycle was indeed didactic, but the
intent vae to instruct the viewer to follow Sixtus*s example
21
rather than to worship the man.
In this way, Sixtus demon
strated his awareness of the responsibilities attending his
office.

Sixtus reiterated these

same themes in the Sistine

cycle, but those frescoes were painted "by the Leading artists
of the day, while the Stc. Spirito paintings were executed "by
lesser known Boman artists,

By employing the leading

Florentine artists to decorate the Sistine, Sixths revealed
the importance with which he viewed his Vatican chapel.
Sto, Spirito received Sixtus's undivided attention
because he wanted it completed for the Jubilee of 1^75*

22

Soon after his papacy began Sixtus IV reiterated Paul ll's
declaration that Jubilees should be celebrated every twentyfive yearsSixtus had but a shoxt tine to prepare so he
"began a major renovation of Rone in anticipation of a throng
of pilgrims.

To facilitate the pilgrims' route through the

city Sixtus widened streets and built the Ponte Sisto in
ph
l*+73i
Sto. Spirito was intended to provide health care for
the faithful.

In order to provide adequate imfcex supplies for

the multitude, Sixtus cleaned out the Aqua Virgo and extended
it from the Quirinal to the Fountain of Txevi.2^
Buildings in which the pilgrims vculd worship wexe
also cleaned and restored; these included St. Peter's,
26
Apostoli and S. Maria del Popolo.
Other sites vexe

SS

10

beautified as veil. In U71 Sixtus remodelled the Palazzo
Campiioglio to house "those antique bronzes lie gave lack to
the peojle ©1 Rome and thus created the first public museum.

27

He repaired the "bronze statue of Karcus Aurelius, long
thought to represent Ccnstantine, placed it in front of the
pO
Lateran Palace and decorated it with trophies.
Dichclas "V» the more recent antecedent Sixtus admired,
had also professed the goal of rej\rvenating Rone at midcentury as veil as these three goals for his papacys to re
build Rome; to restore classical literature, learning and art
to their former staturet to peerlessly accomplish his duties
as Icpe.^

Sixtus resolved to follow Nicholas's model In all
30
these areas,
Nicholas's interest in classical literature manifested

itself in the avid collection of manuscripts.

He employed

many copyists to recreate manuscripts for him and perpetrated
raids on old monastic libraries to obtain more, including
*> 1
several Greek; codices. 3
Nicholas established the Vatican
library to house his collection, but Sixtus added vast numbers
of book?, organized the holdings, found new quarters and
allowed the public access to the books.^
In 1^75 the library contained 2,527 volumes, many in
Creek and latin.A t Sixtus*s death the library held over
-if
3,500 volumes,
including some volumes Sixtus donated from
his private collection and sone he himself had written.
inventory of the contents revealed that Sixtus's interest

An

11

focused on works or theology and philosophy, especially
•5 C
those written by the Church Fathers.
Other prized posses
sions included two volumes of the Urbino Eible, acquired when
the library purchased Tederigo da Montefeltro's collection.
Although no firm proof of their presence exists, Neapolitan
Bibles and Byzantine Octateuchs must also have "been in the
library during Sixtus's pontificate, "because pictorial sources
for the Sastine frescoes can be traced to them.
1/hen at Last Sixtus and all of Rome were prepared to
receive the throng of pilgrims, only a portion of those anti
cipated took part in the religious festivities planned for
them since there were wars abroad in Prance, Burgundy,

Hungary, Poland and Spain.''®

In flome floods prevented the

397

faithful froci reaching the Vatican.

Sixtus's "vast programs

of beaut ification, designed for multitudes, were enjoyed "by
few.
Disappointment over the Jubilee cast a pall over
Sixtus's pontificate, because after this date his reign,
which had begun in an aura of success, declined.

The Pope

turned his attention from the aesthetics of lone to the poli
tics of that city, the papal states and Italy as he sought
strength as a worldly leader.

Like his model Innocent III.

Sixtus strove for papal power, but instead he earned charges
of nepotism, immoderate spending and political conspiracy.
In the "Vatican .Sixtus and his nephew Girolamo Kiario
(made cardinal "by Sixtus) devised a plan to usurp the fledici

12
power in Plorence. .Although it should be stated in the
Pope's defense that he did not sanction the bLoody outcome,
this plot - now known as the Paszi conspiracy - comprised all.
the negative aspects listed in "the previous para£raph.
Early in his papacy Sixtus elected the Medici as his

financial, advisors and bankers.

When, a shortage of funds

%/as discovered, Sixtus bLamed the Medicir dismissed then from
office and sought retribution through the Medici enemy* the
Pazzi.

Farther animosity between the Tope and the IledicL

flared when Sixtus appointed Francesco SaLviati to fill the
"vacant post cf A.rchbishcp of Pisa (a Florentine possession)
that had been held by a Medici relative.

Lorenzo de'Medici,

who had journeyed to Rone in 1^71 to personally congratulate
Sixtus on his election, now defied Sixtus and ordered Tisa
4c
to exclude Salviati fron its episcopal see.
In order to quell the Medici dissent ion and remove
then from po-wer, Sixtus ©greed to Cirolamo's plan to over
throw Lorenzo.

During Mass on April 26,

at the mor.ent

of the elevation of the Host "by G-irolamo's nejhew Cardinal
Ii i
Raffaelo Sansoni,
representatives of the Pa2zi farniLy at
tacked Lorenzo and GiuLiano de* Medici; the latter was killed.

To avenge Giulaano's death, Lcrenz.0 declared "war on the
Uz
assassin's ally the Pope,
and had the Tazsi conspirators
hanged the sane evening.

Included in those put to death was

the Archbishop SaLviati who had pLayed a prominent role in
the plot.

13
Since SLx:tus had no idea, that Oiroiamo's plan included
murder, he was aghast at the outcome of the proceedings.
Furthermore, when the Pope saw the effigies of the conspira
tors Botticelli painted in the vails of the large11c In accordance with Florentine custom,

J

he -was shoclced and ashamed,

for there, grotesquely posed in full clerical raiment, vas the
effigy oi the Archilishcp Salviati.

Sixtus's reaction to the

death of Salviati and the failure of the Patzi plot was to
place Florence under interdict and excommunicate Lorenzo.

In

14-79 Sixtus and Ferdinand I declared war on Florence, so her
citizens suffered not only religious but also physical
deprivation.
In 1U80 the Turks threatened ItaLy, so it was poli
tically expedient for Sixtus to nalce peace with the Floren
tines and vith Lorenzo; the settlenent occurred December 3,
lib
l«8o.
During the negotiations the effigy of the Archbishop
U-5
Salviati was expunged fron its location, » so Sixtus's
•wrath was appeased. These political events coincided vith
yet another of Sixtus's projects, but this one \ias to Turing
him enduring respect,
During this same period of tine Sixtus's new chapel
vas nearing completion.

Certain Florentines negotiated both

the peace settlement and the selection of artists, to paint
the Sistine frescoes.

Herbert Home explains*

11*
"Machiavelli, and other Florentine historians,
relates that Guidantcnio "Vespucci, vho had beer
sent as Orator to the Pope after the submission
of the Florentines, "by his prudence and manage
ment "brought the terms of peace to "be tolerable,
and obtained many marks of favor from the pon->
tiff in token of their reconciliation. I sus~
pect that the Florentine envoy, at the instance
of Lorenzo, may hare had a hand in this matter
of obtaining painters from Florence for the
Tope's chapel, an act of courtesy which could
only have served fcp ingratiate the envoy with
the papal court."
Sixtus's "building, decorating and literary pursuits
demonstrate the pontiff's oVvious interest in promoting both
Catholicism and the papacy.

He renovated and beautified

Rome to ease and enhance the route of the pilgrims? he re
stored Sto, Spri-to and placed in it a fresco cycle designed
to demonstrate his reverence for Innocent III and to equate
himself with his predecessor; he amassed manuscripts for the
Vatican Library written by or about Christian authorities.
By the time the painters arrived from Florence, proL*>
bally in July of 1A81,'' Sixtus had already spent a great
deal of time planning the program for the Sistine frescoes
as well as the building itself.

Tor his chapel in the Vati

can the patron again deliberately selected architectural
models from an era in which the Church was a growing, "vital
institution.

The organization of the fresco cycle reveals

some relationship to earlier modeIs, but since the images
explicitly depict Siactus'6 personal ideology as it pertains
to the Church, its priests and his oyn office, the episodes

15
depicted were original and have no known pictorial preceh.0
dents.
The central theme of the entire ensemble pertains
to the history, strength and tradition of Christianity and
the papacy, as well as to the continuity of these institu
tions.
Models for the Architecture
Early Christian basilicas provided the models for both
the ground plan and outward aspect of the Sistine chapel
(Figures 3 and
rectangle.

The ground plan of the chapel is a simple

There is no transept, rather the Sistine reflects

the shape of the Roman assembly hall used by early Christians
Uq
in the fourth and fifth centuries. 7 Critics of the Sastine
do, in fact, say that it resembles a gymnasium more than a
religious building,tut the plain ground plan and lack of
church furniture allow an unobstructed "view of the paintings,
so Sixtus's decision to employ these designs cannot have been
accidental.
The dimensions of the chapel (13^* X Wi-* X 85') indi
cate its importance, because no other chapel except that in
*51
Avignon is larger.
These Measurements have been equated
vith the dimensions of Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem (I Kings
6i2).-^

The concept of the Solomonic temple does figure pro

minently in Botticelli's fresco "The Temptation of Christ'.'"
In this painting, the vhite building in the background forms
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part of Sixtus's argument on the superiority of Christianity
over Judaism in the history of the Church.

Furthermore, a

typological comparison has been traditionally made "between
Solomon building his temple and Christ building His Church.
Since Sixtus is also a religious leader, the analogy can be
stretched to include the Pop6's creation of the Sistine
chapel with the building of the

Temple and the Church.

J

Other eler.ents of the Sistine v/hich echo tradition
include the site and exterior of the chapel.

The outside of

the building is quite plain, in keeping with the patron's
taste for simple architecture.

In its austerity however,

it also complies with the appearance of the earliest
Christian churches.

Those buildings were unadorned, for the

exterior of the church represented the mundane world which
the worshipper left behind when he entered the spiritual
domain.^

Clerestory windows admitted light and air, but no

windows were placed at eye level, for through them one could
see reminders of daily life.-'0

The Sistine commenorates this

practice, for it too has windows only at the clerestory level.
Although the Sistine is a religious building, Sixtus
added an element of defense to his chapel.

He fortified the

building with thick walls and castellation along the roof
line.(Figure 3)»

Later, the roof was raised and the battle

ments removed so that the original effect of a fortress is
now erased, (Figure U),but during Sixtus's time the chapel
was the defense center of the Vatican, so there were bedrooms
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and living rooms for soldiers in the attic over the chapel.'''7
In his quest for sacred and secular power Sixtus often feuded
with the papal states and other adversaries, so to the tra
ditional plan he added a contemporary design for protection.
Finally, the site of the chapel is probably the sane
one upon which a chapel of Lite purpose had "been situated
since the potificate of Leo 113 (795 - 8*6)i for a palace
had adjoined St. Peter's ever since Leo's reign.

In all re

building and renovation plans since the eighth century the
*58
site was respected by patrons and architects alike.-' In
his turn, Sixtus built his chapel upon that site \/hich had
been occupied by one built by Uicholas 111,-^
larged the palace

Nicholas en

so that it extended up the hill, but did

not alter the organization of the buildings.

Nicholas's

palace contained two chapels - a larger ore probably for
special papal ceremonies and a smaller one for daily devo
tions.

Like Nicholas's larger chapel, the Sistine contains

a screen and gallery for the choir, and thus lolLo-ws a pat
tern set by its predecessor.^0
Models for th.e Furnishings
Sixtus's chapel v/as a structurally simple rectangle
whose perimeters were intruded upon only "by the papal throne,
choir gallery and cancellata.

In Siactus's tine the cancel-

lata divided the chapel into two equal halves.(Figures 1 and
2).^1

By conparing the illustrations it "becones apparent
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thiat the location of the screen has changed) it vas moved
back in the sixteenth century in order to make more roon in.
front of the altar,

flino da Fiesole designed and executed

the marble screen for Sixtus, in imitation of the rail in
Old St. Peter's that enclosed the Tomb of the Princes of the
c2
Apostles.
The design of the tesserae in the marble floor
(Figure 5) emphasizes the original division of the chapel
into two sections; the western end, the presbyteriun, houses
the altar.^ The plan of the presbyteriun shovs the loca
tion of the altar and the papal throne-

The type of floor in

the chapel is of a kind lcno^m as "Opus Alexandrine* which
was used in Bone in early Christian basilicas, "but only rarely
in Renaissance churches.^

Its "use in the Sistine is in.

Keeping with the recreation of traditional elements.
In the earliest Christian churches furniture was kept
to a minimum and there was a clear separation between the
clergy and laity, provided "by the chancel screen.^ If we
consider the painted fabric on the Sistine vails as furnish
ings, we find another element comparable to the earliest re
ligious "buildings.

In early times, Christians met in hones

vhere curtains were hung in doorvays to screen the rituals
from the uninitiated,

later, in a custom originating in the

fourth century, curtains were hung in churches to obscure the
liturgical acts of the celebrant.^

Since the Sistine has no

1?
side aisles and was used strictly "by the clergy, these trompel'oeil curtains may "be present to recreate the interior of a
church during the celebration cf an event strictly lor the
eyes of the clergy.
Kcdels for Decoration
Sixtus conceive! of the Sistine as a private chapel,
reserving its use for the most soLeim religious occasions.
There he attended Mass on the great feast days,- the Curia and
special dignitaries celebrated high festivals such as the
anniversary of "the Pope's coronation and funeral services for
Kings and cardinals.^

In the sane location the Conclave
68
would later meet to elect Sixtus*s successors.
\,Then Sixtus
planned the chapel, he searched for suitable nodels.

He

selected those "buildings that conformed to his ideas cf ex
clusive usage, were commissioned by persons of elevated sta
tus and were decorated in a manner which gave witness to the
strength of the Church and its leaders.
In the manner cf its fresco decoration, the Sistine
69
is aligned with such traditional models as Old St. Peter's.
That Constantinian basilica contained mosaic representations
of the prophets in its clerestoryj below this ran a band with
"biblical stories on two levels.

On the north wall there were

at least twenty-four stories from the Old Testament, and
presumably an equal numter from the Kevr Testament on the south
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wall, "but these stories were unrelated to each other.'
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Constantine, the first Christian emperor, commis
sioned Old St. Peter's.

It seems clear that Sixtus had

Constantine in mind when he planned his chapel and its de
coration, for there are correspondences between the tvo conmissions.

The figures of the prophets in Old St. Peter's

match the Sistine's papal portraits in recording religious
ancestors.

The nunber of scenes from both the Old and Hew

Testaments conforms to the number in the Sistine, although
their location is reversed in Sixtus's chapel.

The Arch of

Constantine figures prominently in two Sistine frescoes Botticelli's "Punishment of Korah" and Terugino's "Charge
to St. Peter" (Figures 9 and 7).
S. Paolo fuori le Mura, built along the same pattern
as Old St. Peter's, provides further comparisons to the
Sistine in its mosaic cycle of papal portraits along the
friezes of its nave and aisles,as well as a series of
stories from both Testaments, unrelated to each other typclogically."''2
Sta. Maria Haggiore provides features, sone of which
are not directly concerned with decoration, that nay also
have influenced the patron of the Sistine.

Sta. Maria Mag-

giore was the major church of Kary in Romej the Sistine is
dedicated to the Virgin and contains many subtle pictorial
references to her.

Sta. Maria Maggiore was created for the

benefit of Christian aristocrats and church l e a d e r s t h e
use of the Sistine was restricted to the Church hierarchy.
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Sixtus III commissioned Sta. Maria Maggiore in the mid-fifth
century, an era when the papacy asserted its power; although
we ha"ve show that Sixtus I"V took his pontifical name from
another predecessor, he did wish to affirm papal through the
Sistine program,

Sixtus IV was intent upon establishing the

power of the papacy in tooth sacred and secular areas, so
Sixtus III may have been his model for that goal, much as
Innocent III was.
Regarding the decoration of Sta. Maria Maggiore, we
know that renovations took; place there during Sixtus IV's
pontificate, so he kiaew the church, but the Sistine frescoes
are not wholly based oil this pictorial model.

Since Sta.

Maria Maggiore's nave mosaics contain representations of
Moses's whole career and Moses was not a popular figure for
representation when the Sistine frescoes were commissioned,
those images influenced the pictorial frescoes in Sixtus's
chapel in some instances.

There are examples of formal

borrowing in several of the Sistine frescoes, including The
74
Stoning of Moses in Botticelli's "Punishment of Korah.
Closer to the Sistine in the arrangement of its fresco
decoration than the scheme in Sta. Maria Maggiore is Sta.
Maria Antiqua, whose eighth century frescoes represent
stories from "both the Old and New Testaments (unrelated
typologicaily

and there are painted curtains in the lowest

zone of its decoration as well.^ Furthermore, at Sant*
Urtano alia Caffarella the scheme includes papal portraits,
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a scriptural cycle and painted draperies.77

It is apparent

that the arrangement of the decoration in the Sistine was not
unique to Early Christian/antique Rome, but as we shall see,
the imagery was.
Whereas the preceeding models bear a resemblance to
the Sistine in the arrangement of their decoration, it is the
imagery of the large narrative frescoes in Sixtus's chapel
which makes them a unique iconological entity.

Most cycles

devoted to the life of Christ stress the miracles He perform
ed, while only one is represented in the Sistine.

Likewise,

most early Christian cycles emphasize the plagues in Egypt
or the miracles attending Moses, which the Sistine does not.
Half the Sistine frescoes concern the life of Moses, an un
precedented occurence in either the Middle Ages or the Re
naissance; only Sta. Maria Maggiore illustrates the life of
Moses in its entirety.

Most Moses cycles, including Old St.

Peter's and S. Paolo fuori le Mura, end the career of Moses
with the Exodus from Egyptj the Sistine depicts the last
event of his life on earth.

Furthemore,

Sixtus chose to

illustrate the lives of Moses and Christ, traditionally con
sidered type and antitype.

This decision implies that the

Pope intended from the beginning to create a typological
scheme.

A complete discussion of the typology in the Sistine

appears in Chapter 4.
Another unusual feature of the Sistine is the subject
matter of the center of the altar wall. The Assumption of the
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Virgin Mary.

The appearance of the Virgin in a Christ/Noses

cycle, the dedication of the Sistine chapel to Mary, and the
subtle reminders of her presence in the fresco imagery all
form part of the iconography of the chapel.

"Yet, while the

Bistine is Virgin chapel, Mary's role is subordinate to the
glorification of the Church and her leaders.
We have attempted to show that all the elements which
comprise the Sistine chapel, literally from the ground up#
were designed to reflect the historical traditions of and in
the Church.

Sixtus's interest in the Church Fathers, his
-mi

extensive knowledge of theology, his reverence for the Virgin
Mary and for his office all culminate in the chapel's decora
tion.

Yet, while it is possible to trace architectural pre

cedents, such sources for the imagery are more elusive.
Reason dictates a affltrch through the documents which pertain
to the commission, because most contracts issued during this
time period iterate the subjects the artists were to illus
trate.
The Documents
Two contemporary texts pertaining to the fresco deco
ration at the Sistine survive.

The first is dated 27 October

1481 and the second is dated 17 January 1482.

These give

only general information about the cycle and the payment
granted the artists for work completed. (See Appendix A)#
There must have been more documents because these do

2k

not provide the specific details we have cone to expect from
such contracts.

We mvst assume that papers pertinent to the

Sistine are lost, because the known record of a series of
notary acts of Sixtus's reign during the years 1^79 to 11+82,
as well as other records known to have been kept at this same
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time, axe:now missing.

From the Octoler document we learn only the names of
the artists Sixtus chose to paint, beginning at the altar
vail, ten stories from the Old and Mew Testaments, as well as
the curtains below them.

fThis amount of work was to he com

pleted "by 15 March 1482.

Payment would be granted at the

same rate as that paid for work already completed, and a
penalty enforced if the deadline were not met.
The second surviving instrument is simply an assess
ment for the paintings in the first four bays of the chapel
and grants payment to the artists for those frescoes.
?he Tearn of Artists
Keeping in mind the functions the chapel would serve
and the tradition it represented, one can see that Sixtus
would employ only artists of high repute to decorate its walls.
The Pope began his selection of artists with the Umbrian,
Pexugino, who was his favorite painter.^ The documents re
veal that Perugino was active in the chapel toefore the other
artists arrived.

He had, in fact, been in the pontiff's em

ploy before the exterior shell of the chapel was complete.
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Construction of the chapel, "began "between the years
IU75 and 14?7»

In 1^79 Perugino painted a fresco for Sixtus

in the Capella del Cor0 of St. Peter's, which dipicted the
QA
"Virgin and scire saints vith Sixtus kneeling in. attendance
(Figure 16).

Shortly after March 1481, the masonry and
Q]
stonework of the Sistine were linished,
so that at that time

Perugino could have begun work on the altar wall.

This altar

Iresco is quite close in composition and subject matter to
the one in the Capella del Core.

Obviously# the patron liked

the earlier painting well enough to see it echoed in his
private chapel.

Furthermore, since the altar wall is not

mentioned in either of the two extant contracts, Sixtus must
have issued a separate contract to Perugino for this work.
Perugino*s altar frescoes were replaced by Michelangelo's
"last Judgement" in 1536.
Taking into consideration the Pope's favoritism to
ward Perugino, the number of frescoes the artist painted in
the chapel as well as their location and subject matter, we
see that this artist was entrusted with a larger share of
82
space and more important themes than the rest of the artists.
(Pigure 11).

These considerations lead most experts to the

conclusion that Perugino vas the master of decorations in
the Sistine.

J

Vasari had given that position to Botticelli,

hut this myth joins the others disspelled by recent findings.
Vasari vas, no doubt, attempting to prove Florentine artis
tic supremacy.

The other artists named in the contract -
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Botticelli, Ghirlandaio and Rosselli - were all Florentines.
The selection of these artists was probably motivated
in part by politics as we have already suggested, and in part
"by the recommendation of the chapel's architect, Giovannino
8<s
de* Dolci, who was also a Florentine.
All the artists had
achieved a strong following by the time they were calLed to
Rome.
Ghirlandaio painted imposing figures whose actions
£6
were strong and purposeful.
In the Sistine frescoes ges
tures are employed to move the eye from one event to the next,
as well as from one painting to the next, so Ghirlandaio's
massive figures immeasurably aid the viewer"s perception of
events.
Rosselli was the least impressive member of the com
mittee.

Perhaps the best adjective that could "be used to

describe him is tractable, lor Rosselli did what he was told.
Rosselli's Sistine paintings accurately record the incidents
87

he was given, but his rendering is purely mechanical.

Presumably, Bosselli realized his artistic weaknesses because
he covered his compositions with gold and ultramarine to dis
guise their flaws.

Vasari relates that Sixtus admired the

ostentation and awarded Rosselli a prize. Then, the other
three artists, who hated Rosselli, had to put gold on their
paintings as well,®®
like the other Florentine artists, Botticelli arrived

2?

in Rome probably in early Jizly.®^

He had just completed a

fresco in the Ognissanti in Florence of "St. Augustine,"
(Figure 2?) a pendant to Ghirlandaio's "St. Jerome."
Botticelli's fame as a fresco painter and portrait artist
was well established toy this time.
These four artists, later to be joined by Signorelli,
worked as a team to glorify the ideals of their patron and
the Catholic Church.

Botticelli* Perugino and Chirlandaio

all received a commission to paint the Sala dei Gigli of the
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Palazzo Vecehio in Florence before 5 October 1482,
so even
though the artists vexe fined fifty ducats, they left the
Sistine cycle unfinishedi Sixfcus IV hired Signorelli to
finish the work.

It may well be that the artists resigned

their commissions in protest over default of payment by Sixtus IV, who was notoriously slow in settling his accounts.
The Wall Frescoes
In order to perceive the Sistine frescoes in their
proper order, one must stand at the altar wall and face the
entrance to the chapel.

From that vantage point, the nar

rative frescoes in the central zone of decoration form a
double stream avay from the -viewer.

Those stories from

Christ's life are depicted to the left, on the north wall,
and those episodes from Moses's life are portrayed on the
bouth wall (Figure 11).
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In the Sistine, even though the New Testament stories
are on the north wall, the cycle reveals its relationship to
medieval practice.

During that earlier time, churches were

oriented to the east with the altar on the east end.

Then,

the Old Testament scenes were placed on the north, or cold,
wall.

The Sistine is not oriented in the same way because

its altar is on the west end instead of the east.

Neverthe

less, in Sixtus*s chapel, the Old Testament scenes appear on
what may be called the "liturgical" north, or the left side
91
of the altar as the viewer faces it.
Perugino's three frescoes for the altar wall were
completed a year or two before Sixtus commissioned the Old
92
and New Testament subjects on the side walls.
"The Na
tivity" and "The Finding of the Infant Moses" flanked "The
Assumption of the Virgin."

Since Sixtus dedicated his chapel

to the Virgin on 15 August 1483,
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the subject matter of

the center fresco was appropriate to its location, and de
monstrates the patron's affection for the Mother of Christ.
The frescoes on either side of "The Assumption" represented
the earliest episodes in the lives of Christ and Moses.
Ettlinger theorizes that the height of the main altar fresco
was eighteen feet, and that the size of the figures it con
tained determined the scale of those on the side and entrance
Oil

walls.

Scenes from the adult lives of Christ and Moses
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appear on the si.de walls, while or the entrance walls, the
final events of their earthly Lives talee place.
A summary of the subjects depicted in these frescoes

and the names of the artists by whom they were painted is
presented belowi
In the first fresco on the north wall, Perugino
placed Christ's Baptism in the center of the composition and
made figures in that scene larger than those in the subsi
diary scenes.

To the left of center is John Preaching and

St. John on his vay to Jordan.

At the right side of the

composition is Christ Preaching.

All these episodes refer to

Christ's preparation fox his earthly ministry.
Botticelli's fresco, The Temptation of Christ," re
presents more scenes from the prelude to Christ's ministry.
The three instances on which the devil enticed Christ occupy
the upper register of the composition, while in the lower
zone a rite is enacted in front of an altar (Figure 6).
Ghirlandaio divided "The Calling of the First Apost
les" into two sections and three episodes.

The first section

depicts the Calling of Peter and Andrew in two scenes; the
second section portrays the Calling of John and James.
In the fourth fresco Bosselli painted The Sermon on
the Mountj" The Healing of the Leper is also illlustrated;
it is the only example of a miracle Christ performed.
Next, Perugino painted "Christ's Charge to St. Peter."
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This is the "best known fresco from the cycle (Figure 7).
Its subject,The Delivery of the Keys to Heaven and Earth to
Peter, is central to the theme of the continuity of papal
power, one of the "basic eLements of the program.

The major

scene takes place in front of a temple flanked by two
triumphal arches.

The two subsidiary scenes represent the

Stoning of Christ and The Tribute Money.
In "The Last Supperi Rosselli utilized the same twolevel composition as Botticelli's "Temptation of Christ."
In the lower area losselli portrayed the final meal of Jesus
with His Apostles, while in. the upper register are three
scenes from the Fassiom The Agony in the Gardtms The
Betrayalj The Crucifixion.
On the entrance wall Ghixlandaio painted "The Resur
rection and Ascension of Christ.*

This wall was repainted
QC
extensively in 1573 by two minor painters, J so much of the

original is now obscured.

The Assumption of the Virgin faces

the Ascension of her son, and the beginning of Christ's life,
The Nativity, confronts the «nd.
The south vail employs the same multi-scene format
and chronological progression from altar wall to entrance
wall.
Perugino painted the first fresco on this wall as well.
The subject matter of several subsidiary scenes remains un
clear( but the major episode is "The Circumcision of Moses's
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Son."

3tie central scene may depict the meeting of Noses with

Jethro, his father-in-law.

Chronologically, these events

occurred after those depicted by Botticelli in the next
fresco, tut this departure from the correct sequence was
necessary, however, as we shall show in Chapter 3.
Botticelli's first fresco on this wall includes more
incidents than any other composition (Figure 8).

"The Youth

of Moses" contains seven stories from the early life of
Mosesi

The Murder of the Egyptian Taskmaster and The Flight

of Moses into the Desert occur at the right side of the
painting.

In the center are two incidents surrounding the

Meeting of Moses with the Daughters of Jethro, while on the
left side of the work, God's appearance in the burning "bush is
represented in two episodes.

All these incidents center

around the preparation of Moses for his mission as the leader
of the Israelites-

The final incident in the composition

depicts Moses at the head of his people vho are on the inarch.
In the center of "The Crossing of the Red Sea,"
Rosselli painted the sea with the column (indicating the
Lord's presence) above it.

This fresco is the second to con

tain the representation of a miracle; here, the sea divides
to save the Israelites from drowning.
Rosselli is also responsible for the fourth painting
in the biography of Moses.

The artist arranged four incidents

around Mount Sinaii Moses Receiving the Tablets on Mount
Sinaii Moses Breaking the Tablets of the Law at the base of
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the mountain (both in the center of the fresco)j The Idolators
Punished for Worshipping the Golden Calf (at the left).
In a simpler composition than his previous fresco on
this wall, Botticelli portrayed "The Punishment of Korah" in
front of a reproduction of the Arch of Constantine (Figure 9)»
In a second incident portrayed in this fresco the act of
heresy is punished as the sons of Aaron perform wrongful sac
rifice.

To the right of center, the Jews stone Moses.
Signorelli, in his first appearance, depicted the

Testament of Moses and his final acts.

Moses's Appointment

of Joshua, The Recapitulation of the Law, and the death and
burial of Moses make up the subject matter of this fresco.
On the entrance wall Signorelli painted "The Fight of
the Archangel Michael for the Body of Moses."

As was the

case with Ghirlandaio's entrance wall, this fresco suffers
from repainting performed in the sixteenth century.
The appearance of the chapel as it may have looked
when the frescoes were completed is presented in Figure 1,
although the conception of the altar wall is incorrect.
According to recent findings, the three frescoes by Perugino
which comprised the decoration of that wall were arranged
in such a way that the "Assumption of the Virgin" was center
ed between the other two frescoes and extended up to the secqZ
ond cornice (Figure 10).
The remainder of the decoration can be observed in
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Figures 1 and 2.

At the lowest level of the wall runs a

band of painted tapestries bearing the della Rovere oak, em
blem of Sixtus's adoptive familys and papal shields with
ribbons ijiscribed with the Pope's name.

These false draperies

are separated by painted columns and set off from the narra
tive works by painted cornices.

In turn, each of the large

biblical frescoes is separated from its neighbor by a paint
ed Corinthian pilaster decorated with grey candelabra and
acanthus leaves.

Across the top of each narrative painting

is a latin inscription, within the fresco's decorative frame
work i that refers to, but does not describe, the topics de
picted beneath.

These inscriptions will be treated in

Chapter U-,
Above the narrative works, between the clerestory
•windows, are portraits of the earliest popes, each with his
attribute of office.

Evidence indicates that the chapel

was originally symmetrical in its decoration so there were
papal portraits on the altar wall as well.
The ceiling was probably painted blue and studded
with stars.

Its commission was granted earlier than and

separately from those for the walls, but no one knows for
97
sure whether the work was ever completed.

If it were so

painted, another analogy to early Christian decoration would
be present, for in that time it was customary to decorate a
98
vault with a starry sky.
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Sixtus intended his chapel to recall those present in
an era when the Church was gaining strength, so he chose de
corations and furnishings from legitimate prototypes.

The

Pope designed the entire Sistine chapel as an ensemble in
which all parts adhere to the same theme»

the institution

and history of the Church and its continuity, as well as that
of its priests.

This theme is further demonstrated in the

iconography of the narrative frescoes.

Those paintings

illustrate crucial incidents in the history of the Church
and in the lives of Moses and Christ, forerunners of the Pope.

CJLAPrER 3
THE PROGRAM OP THE SISTIKE CHAPEL
Overview of the Subject Matter
A poem written in 1^77 names Sixtus IV as the author
of both the chapel and its decoration then being planned.1
Other than this reference, there is no extant contemporary
document that specifically states who devised the Sistine
program.

We have seen that even the contracts are silent on

this issue.

Yet, since so many of the linages can be traced

directly to Sixtus's literary interests and theological
opinions, it is safe to assume that the Pope devised the
program himself, perhaps with some help from the Curia and
members of his circle.

2

Sixtus devoted much of the early part of his reign to
restoring and beautifying Rone for the Jubilee of 1^75.

His

intentions for those commissions can "be considered propagan
dists, for he meant to impress "visitors to the city.
Sixtus's fresco commission for Sto. Spirito, included in the
preparations for the Jubilee, depicted acts of kindness per
formed by the pontiff, so that may be considered Sixtus's way
of popularizing himself and his office.

Sto. Spirito also

includes a number of devices Sixtus employed in his commis
sion for the Sistine chapel such as inscriptions, chronologi
35
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cal development of incidents and historical themes.
Sto. Spirito way have teen Sixtus's trial piece for
the ensemble he designed as his Vatican chapel, but the Pope
envisioned the Sistine chapel as a fortress of the faith.
Me strengthened che exterior, recreated architectural ele
ments from traditional religions buildings, intended its use
for the Church hierarchy only on the inost solemn occasions
and chose leading artists to decorate its walls.

For the

Sistine the Pope chose the biographies of two religious
leaders rather than his owi, bvt he injected his opinions on
Christianity and the papacy into those Bible narratives.
In its simplest form the program of the Sistine is
•both theological and political,"but its complexities are
myriad.

From the theological standpoint, the images (with

the exception of the "Assumption of the Virgin" on the altar
wall)all pertain to the Lives of Christ and Moses, founders
of the Mew and Old Covenants,^ leaders of the Christians
and the Israelites.
On every occasion of their appearance, Moses and
Christ enact one of three rolesi leader, lawgiver or priest.
The fundamental source that assigned these roles to Moses is
Philo Judaeus* a first century author who wrote the Life of
4
Moses and formulated allegories on the Pentateuch.
During
Sirtus's pontificate there vas a rene-wal of interest in
Philo*s writing* Lilias Tifernas translated Philo's work for
Sixtus.
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Francesco Filelfo translated a second Greek volume for
sixtus, Commentariuin de^Sanerdotio Chrjsti. Jeau falii ftorlae
Virginis atque Dei vivi,
Christ.

which concerned the priesthood of

In his dedication of the book to Sixtus, Filelfo

referred the reader "back to Philo's work on Moses, reminded
him of the triple roles of Moses, and stated that the present
work clearly showed that while it was already apparent that
Christ was lawgiver and ruler, now Christ's role as a priest
was acknowledged.^
In the Sistine, while in their roles of lawgivers,
rulers and priests, Moses and Christ enact stories based on
the authority of the Scriptures.

The incidents depicted

were carefully selected for their significance in documenting
jthe history and supremacy of the Church and the continuity of
the priesthood.
The Christ cycle for the most part follows Matthev's
7
narration of Jesus's life.

Matthew particularly emphasised

that Christ came not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it,
and, in five instances, related incidents from Christ's life
to prophecies in the Old Testament, to show that the Old
Covenant adumbrated the New and manifested itself in Christ.

g

A second book of the New Testament upon which the
cycle depends heavily is the Epistle to the Hebrews.^

This

letter written to newly converted Jewish Christians experienc
ing persecution, builds a strong case for the superiority of
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the New Covenant over the Old, and for Christ's everlasting
priesthood and redemptive powers over the Levitical priest10
hood and Mosaic daily sacrifice.
The Ipistle to the Hebrews is the only New Testament
"book; that treats the history of Christianity, and it does so
"by contrasting and comparing the New with the Old.

Through

out the letter the author repeats that the Old Covenant pre
pared the vay for the New, but concludes that in every res
pect the New Covenant is superior to the Old.1*

He uses the

word "true" again and again, indicating that what was pre
figured in the Jewish dispensation is realized in Christ's
fulfillment.

12

Therefore, the Old Covenant with Moses, the

Synagogue and the Levitical priests foreshadowed the New
Covenant, the Church and Christ's priesthood, and these su
persede their predecessors.
Sixtus and his peers related the Jewish state, in
which God ruled through Moses, the Israelite lawgiver, ruler
and priest, to the Christian state in which God rules through
Christ, who is also lawgiver, ruler and priest.

Sixtus pro

jected these same three roles onto the office of Pope by
applying the following logici

when Christ gave the Keys of

Heaven and Earth to Peter, Peter inherited Christ's powers.
A.s the Vicar of Christ on earth and Peter's successor, the
Pope is then lawgiver, ruler and priest.

Sixtus, in his

(guest for eacred and secular power, utilized this line of
succession to legitimize his claims to universal rule.
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By documenting the history and ascendancy of Chris
tianity and the papacy, the Sistine chapel becomes a visual
1T
symbol of the authority of the Church and the papacy.

Just

as the chapel recalls venerable churches built during the
growth of Christianity, so Tixtus's design for the ecclesias
tical propaganda proclaims the renewed strength he felt he
had injected into the Church and his office.
The Iconography of Botticelli's
"Temptation of Christ"
"The Temptation of Christ" (Figure 6) depicts five
episodes on two primary levels.

Thre three instances in

which the devil enticed Christ appear across the top register.
Christ appears again at the left side of the composition
accompanied by angels.

Across the foreground of the fresco

both biblical and contemporary figures frame a ritual enacted
before an altar in front of a temple.
After His baptism (Matt*.3i 13 - 17) Jesus went into
the wilderness to contemplate how He should use His power to
demonstrate His messiahship.

He was visited by the devil who

tempted Him to base His mission on tricks and worldly domina
tion.^

Christ's victory over the devil marked His decision

to begin His ministry of love and healing.1-' (Matt.

1-11)

Botticelli's rendering of these three temptation
scenes succeeds Perugino's fresco of the Baptism of Christ and
does not deviate greatly from the scriptural account.
Botticelli sets the first encounter of Jesus with the
devil in a grove of oak trees, emblem of the della Rovere

i\o
family,1^ even though the actual location was the desert.
The Jievil is disguised and he is bearded.

He carries a rosary

in his left hand and a pilgrim's staff in his right hand.
Depicting the devil in this manner was not unusual
for this time, because a prevalent belief held that the devil
enjoyed wearing priestly robes.

Botticelli's devil wears a
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brown cloak with a hood which resembles a Franciscan habit. '
In both the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the devil was
often depicted wearing monks' robes.

Yet, although he seems

oblivious to them, some diabolical clues escape from this
devil's disguise.

Small bat's wings grow from his shoulders

and vulture claws peep from beneath the hem of his robe.
These are vestiges of the alternative way of representing the
devil, which is as a monster.

The two types, human and mons

ter, co-existed during the Middle Ages and early Renaissance,
but the human type was favored by medieval theologians such
as Petrus Comestor, whose works were known to Sixtus.
Comestor stated that the devil must have appeared as a human
18
in order to seduce the Lord.
Mere, Botticelli shows Christ's refusal to accede to
the temptation to turn stones to bread.

In Matthew's account

of the incident, Christ echoes Moses's statement that man
does not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds
out of the mouth of the Lord.*^ (Deut. 8:3)
In the second episode Botticelli depicts Christ and
the devil on the roof of the Temple, the actual setting of the
story.

The devil implored Christ to leap from the pinnacle,

hi
but He refuses to, and restates Moses's words that ye shall
20

not tempt the Lord thy God.

(Deut. 6:16)

The Tenple Eotticelli created for this scene is not a
facsinile of Solor.on's Tenple in Jerusalem (Figure 12)
because this building serves a dual purpose in the composi
tion; it is also the background for the ritual in the lower
register.

In the context of the Temptation scene the build

ing represents the Old Law or Covenant, because it was built
according to God's will as expressed in the Law (I Kings 6s
19) for the purpose of worshipping one God in one holy
21
.
place.
There and only there could the High Priest offer
sacrificial worship. (II Chron. 7» 12 - 16)^
Christ's presence on the pinnacle in this fresco is
a reminder of God's promise of a New Covenant to be written
in the hearts of men (Jer. 31*31 - 33)2^ and that Christ has
come to fulfill the Old Law, not destroy it. (Matt. 5« 17)2^
We have stated that the Sistine imagery contains
subtle references to the Virgin Mary throughout the cycle.
In this scene, beneath the feet of the devil and Christ, is
a rose window, a sign of the Virgin.

Its proximity to the

site of this temptation may recall the medieval belief that
25
Mary could save man from entering a pact with the devil.
The third and final temptation is played out at the
right side of the composition.

Satan offered Christ the

rule of the world, but Christ orders the devil to leave Him.
Christ's words echo Moses's once again, for Matthew records
Him saying that ye should worship and serve only one God.
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(Deut. 6:13).

Satan falls over the crac, shedding his dis

guise and assuming his true demonic form.
Botticelli extends his representation of the "biblical
narrative to include a literal interpretation of the next
passage, that the angels ministered to Christ.

Three angels

set a table with wine and bread, eucharistic symbols and a
sign of the New Covenant as well.

These allusions to

Christ's ultimate sacrifice - presented at the outset of His
earthly ministry - can only be prefigurations of the Institu
tion of the Eucharist that occurred at the Last Supper, near
27

the end of His ministry. '

Yet, the reminders of sacrifice,

the bread and wine of the angels* ministration and that
implied by the presence of the Temple, contribute to the
overall meaning of the fresco which is revealed in the lower
half of the composition.
Christ next appears at the left side of the fresco.
With His hand He gestures toward the figures in the foreground.
Three angels surround Him and lean toward Him, as though they
are listening to Him.
so may be Gabriel.

28

One angel carries a wand of lilies and
According to Lightbown's interpretation,

this scene represents Christ explaining the ritual in front
of the altar to the attending angels, an incident not found
in the Bible, however.

Its presence in the painting serves

to emphasize the importance of the ritual in the foreground
29

and accentuates the spoken words of Christ.

No source mentions the small ugly face that appears
behind Christ's right shoulder.

Since this head lacks the
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halo of the angels as well as their beauty, it cannot be a
30
fourth angel as Home identified it.
The unpleasant ex
pression and the relative position of the figure lead to the
hypothesis that this i3 the vanquished devil, whom Christ
told to "Get thee hence." (Matt. 4i 10)
Botticelli presents the New Testament incidents at
an obvious distance from the viewer, for the figures are
small in comparison to those in the foreground.

Closer at

hand, the artist sets the participants in a ritual and those
who observe it.
The ritual takes place in front of a building which
31
most modern authorities agree is modelled on Old St. Peter's.

(Figure 13)

We have seen that in the architecture and the

decoration scheme of his chapel Sixtus borrowed from Constantine's basilica, so a further reference to Old St. Peter's
serves to underscore a concept embraced by Sixtus, and others
before him, that concerns the evolution of the physical
appearance of the Church.
God told Moses to build a tabernacle after the pat
tern of the one in Heaven (Ex. 25»^0j Acts 7I44J Heb. 8:5).^2
Almost five centuries later Moses's portable structure was
replaced by Solomon's permanent house of worship, the Temple,
which was modelled after the pattern of the tabernacle, but
it was much larger and grander.^

(I Kings 6«1 - 4, lk - 22 s

7»9 - 12) When Christianity superseded Judaism, Jewish
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religious symbols were transformed for Christian use.

Since

the Temple and the Church share a common purposes the wor
ship of one God in one sanctuary, the Temple was the logical
model for the Church.

In their commentaries on Exodus, both

Rhabanus Maurus and Venerable Bede state that the Temple was
the type for the Church.
Eusebius records that Constantine founded the New
Jerusalem in Rome,-^ and Constantine believed that he was
following Solomon's example when he oriented his basilicas
toward the sun and utilized architectural members that emu
lated the Temple such as a porch, columns and narrow windows.
The idea of renewing a heavenly model persisted in
thought and deed through the centuries.

Near to Sixtus's

time, Nicholas V's biographer, Manetti, related Nicholas's
plan to build a new St. Peter's to Solomon's building activ
ities in Jerusalem!

as Solomon's Temple followed its model,

the tabernacle, so would Nicholas's church renew its prede
cessor on a grander scale.^
Lilius Tifernas, in his translation of Philo Judaeus's
Life of Moses for Sixtus, definitely identified the Temple
with Old St. Peter's.

Tifernas stated that Moses's taber

nacle, built on columns and after a heavenly model, was the
source for St. Peter's as well as many other churches on
earth.^

Therefore, in Botticelli's fresco, the building

signifies the Temple in the context of the temptation story,
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but as the background for the ritual, the building represents
the Church which superseded the Temple.
The altar for the ritual stands in the same location
as the one Solomon chose for his altar, in the court in front
of the house of worship.

(II Chron. 7*7) Botticelli's

construction of the altar follows descriptions found in a
manuscript written by Nicholas da Lyra (1270-1349), one of
the most popular commentators on both the New and Old Testa
ments.

Lyra provided diagrams to illustrate special points

in his commentaries.

A work by da Lyra, Expositiones in

Pentateuchum, was published in 1471 and dedicated to Sixtus,
so the Pope knew da Lyra's work.

Another work, Postillae

in Pentateuchum. contained da Lyra's illustrations of two
types of altars, one based on Christian commentaries, the
other on Jewish commentaries.

The Jewish altar had a grill

on top (Ex. 27 «4) while the other altar was open at the
front (Figure 14).

Botticelli combined the two types here,

for smoke drifts up through the grill and fire flickers be
hind the front opening.^®
Under the Old Law burnt offerings were made daily
before the Temple.

Animals, birds or bread were sacrificed,

according to the sin to be expiated by the offering.

The
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book of Leviticus, called the litnrgical handbook of priests-^

prescribes all the elements of Old Testament ritual offerings.
In Lev. 7» 12-14, we learn that bread is the appropriate
offering for thanksgiving.

h6
Christian commentators saw the altar for burnt of
ferings as the prefiguration of the Passion of Christ and the
Eucharist.

They based their exegeses on Ex. 2?«4, and formed

a host of symbols that foreshadowed His sacrifice.

One of

these pertains to this discussion, the Hebrew bread offering.
The commentators saw the Eucharist prefigured by the bread of
the Hebrew offering, for as the Hebrew bread was baked by
fire, so too was Christ's body sacrificed on the Cross.

The

Church taught that the Crucifixion was the true holocaust,
bo
the first sacrifice of the New Law.
The Eucharist reenacts
the Crucifixion; during the sacrament, at the moment of
transubstantiation, the bread and wine become Christ's body
and blood.

The word Eucharist literally means "thanks

giving,"^1 so its relationship to the Levitical bread offer
ing is not only semantic but also symbolic.
In the center of the composition, where we would ex
pect the New Testament imagery to culminate, an Old Testa
ment ritual unfolds.
Botticelli isolates the two central figures, silhou
ettes them against the backdrop of the altar and church, and
heightens their significance by their mode of dress.

The

figure at the left wears the garb prescribed for the High
Priest in Ex. 28» ^-39.
trirep;no,

BO

His mitre definitely recalls the papal

by this device the High Priest is designated ac

the Pope's predecessor in the period of the Old Covenant. ^
This triple crown represents the powers of the Pope in the

temporal realm, the spiritual realm and over all the kings
b3
and rulers in Christendom, J so it suggests the focus of Six
ties' s ambitions.

The youth opposite v/ears a flowing gown,

whose white color traditionally synbolizes purity and inno
cence .
As the youth presents the silver bowl, the High
Priest dips a wrapped branch into it.

Since the bowl con-

tains blood, this scene is a re-enactment of an Old Testament
blood sacrifice in the context of the New Testament.
According to Mosaic law, animals were slaughtered at
the altar to expiate sinsj the Hebrews believed that their
sins w e r e discharged from them as the animal's blood was
44
drained during sacrifice.
However, in every account of a
blood sacrifice, a specific animal is named for the sin to
be absolved,

Since there is no animal present in this fresco,

this blood represents a special sacrifice.
luring this time there was increased interest in the
blood offerings of the Jews as well as in sacrifice in general. ^

Sixtus himself had long been interested in the blood

of Christ during His Crucifixion.
the Holy

He wrote a treatise on

Blood early in his career and maintained an in

terest in the subject, writing a second text, De Sanguine
Christi, in 1467.

In both the early treatise and the later

book Sixt-us echoed the opinion held by many theologians be
fore him that while Mosaic sacrifices were made repeatedly,
Christ's sacrifice was once for all.

The source upon which

48
these theologians based their argument was the Epistle to the
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Hebrews, chapter nine.

This chapter describes the tabernac

le, rites and animal blood sacrifices of the Old Testament,
all of which prefigured Christ's sacrifice but are inferior
to His.
In verses 19 and 20 of Hebrews 9 we readj "For when
Moses had spoken every precept to all the people according to
the law, he took the blood of calves and of goats, with water,
and scarlet wool, and hyssop, and sprinkled both the book and
all the people, saying, this is the blood of the testament
which God hath enjoined unto you."

In this passage the

author combines Ex. 24« 3-8; 12«22j Lev. 8« 15» 19 and Num.
19*.6 which concern the ratification of the Old Covenant, the
47
Passover at the Exodus and the healing of the leper.
The imagery of the ritual in this fresco illustrates
that passage from Hebrews.

The high priest is not the actual

Moses, because the author of Hebrews uses Moses's name as a
symbol of the Old Covenant and the daily sacrifices perform48
ed under it.

As the only one who may perform the sacri

fice, the high priest dips a branch wound with scarlet wool
into the bloodj here, the branch is myrtle, because the
healing power of hyssop was transferred to myrtle in the
Christian Church.^
The biblical passage does not mention an assistant
to the priest as we see here, but his presence can be account
ed for by another source close to Sixtus.

Francesco Filelfo's
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translation of Commentariuin de Sacerdotio Christi contained
an apochryphal legend of Eastern origin, but also known in
the West through Latin versions.

The legend recounted the

story that the Jews elected the youth, Jesus, to the priest
hood when there was a vacancy in their prescribed number.
In the capacity of priest, Jesus would participate in rituals
in the Temple.
The Bible ignores the years of Jesus's life between
his visit to Jerusalem to attend the feast of the Passover
as a youth of twelve (Luke 2; U2) and the beginning of His
public ministry (Luke Jt 23)s these are often called the
Hidden Years .

Ue know only that He increased in wisdom and

stature (Luke 2; 52) and in the wisdom that He r.ust be about
His Father's business (Luke 2s 49 AV).-^
The compositional unity of the cycle also indicates
that this figure must be Christ, because in every other
fresco either Christ or Moses is in the central foreground
of the painting.

Even though Christ does not have a halo

in this singular instance, the apochryphal nature of the
52
legend may account for that missing attribute.

The purpose of this image of Christ as an acolyte is
to underscore Christ's role as a priest.

Sixtus utilized

three texts, already cited, to support the claim that Christ
was indeed a priest» the apochryphal legend translated by
Filelfo, the translation by Tifernas of Philo's Life of Moses
and the Epistle to the Hebrews.

5°
This represem

—on of the ritual and Christ's parti

cipation in it are present for both theological and political
reasons.

In the political sense, the sacrifice is a visual

reminder of Sixtus's opinion on the Precious Blood of Christ.
Furthermore, the role of Christ participating in an Old
Testament ritual emphasizes and legitimizes Sixtus's claim
to power.

As head of the Church, Sixtus inherited Christ's

functions and roles as lawgiver, ruler and priest.
As a sign of Christ's ultimate suffering, the blood
ritual is related to the other symbols of the Eucharist in
the fresco - the bread and wine of the angels' ministration,
the a .tar and the Temple.

By His presence, Christ provides

a victim whose body and blood were offered to and accepted
by God for the redemption of sins.
There are, among the subsidiary figures, other sym
bols related to the Eucharist.

On the right side of the

foreground a small child holds a bunch of grapes away from a
snake.

Grapes are interpreted in the Glossa Ordinaria as

"Christ hanging on the Cross, for Christ is the mystic vine
53
whose blood filled the chalice of the Church."
Ever since
the Garden of Eden, the snake has"*been regarded as an evil
symbol, sometimes even of death, yet Isidore of Seville per54
ceived Jesus as the new serpent who vanquished the Old.
A young woman to the right of the child carries a bundle of
faggots with oak leaves clinging to them.

Oaks are often
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considered a symbol of strength,•>-> an interpretation particu
larly appropriate here, since it is the emblem of the Pope's
family.

Faggots, however, have been interpreted as symbols

of the Passion of Christ.^
No other large figures in the fresco contribute to
its meaning, but there are several small figures which may
act as accessories.

In the distance to the left of the al

tar, a woman with a basket of birds on her head hurries to
ward the site of the ritual.

At the right side of the altar

a man opens his robe, evidently to show a healed wound.
Early in the twentieth century Ernst Steinmann developed a
theory that this fresco depicted the healing of the leper and
maintained that these figures enact Lev. 19: 1-7, in which God
tells Moses how to cure leprosy.

The prescription includes

birds and water, but does not describe a scene such as this
fresco presents.

It seems more likely that the motive for

the appearance of these minor figures in the narrative is yet
another subtle reference to the ability of the Church and its
priests to redeem sinners.
The Church had always interpreted the affliction with
leprosy in the Old Testament as the manifestation of sin on
the victim.-'*''

The victim presented here has his hand on his

chest over his heart.

Since he is cured, for no wound is
CO

visible, this victim represents the purification of the soul
or the redemption of sin through Christ's sacrifice, which is
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central to the iconography of this fresco. The purified lepco
er is then equal to the purified soul-'7 made possible through
the sacrament of the Eucharist celebrated in the Church.
The Iconography of Botticelli's
"The Youth of Moses"
"The Youth of Moses" (Figure 8) contains the greatest
number of episodes of any of the Sistine frescoes.

The paint

ing is on the south wall, so that the succession of the in
cidents reads from right to left, however, since Botticelli
organized them in such a way that each incident is graphically
vivid and also made Moses an active participant in each story,
there is no difficulty in following the narrative.
The seven stories illustrate events in Moses's early
life found in Ex. 2111 - 12, 15 - 21; 3« 5» 13» 1 -17.
Beginning in the lower right corner, Moses Kills the Egyptian
Taskmaster; since he too

would be killed if his deed were

known, Moses Flees to Midians he wanders until he finds a
well where Moses Meets the Daughters of Jethro and Protects
them from the Shepherds; in the desert Moses encounters Jehovah
in the Burning Bush; he returns to Egypt and Moses Leads the
Israelites to the Promised Land.

These incidents chronicle

Moses's preparation for and acceptance of his role as leader
or ruler of the Israelites, one of the roles ascribed to him
by Philo Judaeus.
Many of the symbols present in this fresco form a
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typological relationship with those in "The Temptation of
Christ," so while it may seem here that the significance of a
sign is slighted, the relationships are developed in Chapter b-.
In the first episode in this fresco, Moses kills an
oppressor of his people.

This act of murder signifies Moses's

first trial and the beginning of his education to become the
liberator of the Israelites.^0

The Jewish youth Moses res

cued from the Egyptian is comforted by a woman who takes him
from the scene.
Next Moses flees to Midian as a fugitive from justice.
Botticelli emphasizes Moses's solitary figure on the path
with a barren tree, emblem of the Tree of Knowledge or the
Tree

of Jesse.

cape punishment.

When he fled from Egypt, Moses did so to es
While in Midian, Moses experienced a simpler

way of life than he had known and encountered a stricter moral
code as well.

Midian provided Moses with an opportunity to

£2
be alone so that he might experience an inward transformation.
During his voluntary exile in Midian, Moses wandered
alone until he came upon a well and met the seven daughters
of Jethro attempting to water their flock.

Some shepherds

pushed ahead of the women, but Moses drove them away.

This

incident marks the second of Moses's trials? here he demon
strates compassion for the oppressed.
In Botticelli's composition, these two incidents
occupy the central foreground so, as we saw in "The Temptation

5^
of Christ," they herald an important concept.

Moses bran

dishes a knife at the retreating shepherds, then appears
again pouring water from the well into a trough.
A deviation from the biblical narrative is present,
though, because only two daughters of Jethro appear, when the
Bible states that Jethro had seven.

The woman on the left is

Zipporah, whom Moses married after their meeting at the well.
Yet, in the preceeding fresco by Perugino, Zipporah circum
cises her son, indicating that Moses's marriage to Zipporah
had alread occurred.

Such a shift in the chronological order

of events, when it happens in the Sistine, is for the express
purpose of expounding a theological principle.
Perugino's fresco documents the historical origins of
the Universal Church in the Gentiles, in which context Zip
porah stands for the Ecclesia ex Gentilibus.

The act of cir

cumcising her son forms a typological parallel to Christ's
Baptism, pendant to it.^

Zipporah*s role in the Sistine

cycle is not unique, for she had been so interpreted by
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Rhabanus Maurus, Venerable Bede, Nicholas da Lyra and others.
In Botticelli's fresco Zipporah's head is wrapped in
myrtle, an ancient symbol of love, but in Christian usage it
refers to those Gentiles converted by Christ.

J

Thus, Zip

porah's purpose, established in Perugino's fresco, is main
tained in Botticelli's.
of the Virgin Mary.^

Here she holds a spindle, a reminder

According to an apochryphal legend
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Mary spun cloths for the Temple and she was helped by seven
undefiled maidens.*^

The Church Fathers associated Mary with
68
the Church and with the Eucharist as well.
The symbols
surrounding Zipporah and those implied by her presence signi
fy the Universal Church.

Moses's act of pouring water from

the well completes the reference to the Church, because the
water signifies Baptism and the sheep Moses tends represent
69
the Church. 7

Therefore, the image refers to the sacrament

of baptism as provided through the Church.

Also, through

this image, the historical presence of the Church is sub-stantiated.

Church doctrine taught that "already from the

beginning of the world the foreshadowing of the Church took
place.

She was prepared for in a remarkable way throughout

the history of the people of Israel and by the means of the
Old Covenant.""'70
Next, Botticelli presents Jehovah's summons to Moses
to be the leader of the Israelites in two episodes, empha
sizing the importance of this incident.

Moses was by now a

shepherd for his father-in-law, Jethro.

The implication of

this occupation is that Moses learned to care for his flock
or, by inference, his people.

As Moses tended his sheep in

the desert, he came upon Mount Horeb where Jehovah spoke to
him, first ordering the removal of Moses's shoes, because the
71
ground was made holy by the presence of Jehovah.

Then He

charged Moses with bringing the Israelites out of Egypt and
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gave Moses the rod of his office, which Botticelli depicts as
a golden rod, similar to the ferula, or staff of office of
the church hierarchy.
According to traditional interpretation, Moses's shoes
were symbols of his earthly ties to be cast off before he
could speak with Jehovah.

The Burning Bush was a symbol of

the Church, burned by the flames of persecution, but not consumed.72
The signs by which Jehovah persuaded the reluctant
Moses to accept the leadership of his people are not illus
trated,,but they would be known by the viewer of this image
who was familiar with that story.

These signs were the

changing of Moses's rod into a snake, the appearance of lep
rosy on Moses's hand and the promise of Moses's ability to
change water into blood.

These symbols were manifested in

the pendant fresco, "The Temptation of Christ."
The last incident in the painting shows Moses in
charge of the Israelites, holding his rod of office and lead
ing them out of Egyptj the group includes Zipporah and her
son.

At the exodus from Egypt, the twelve tribes of Israel

became, for the first time, united as the people of Israel,
73
so Moses is the founding leader of these people. J
This fresco represents incidents from Moses's educa
tion in leadership and his fulfillment of that duty.

The de

finition of this role is important to the program of the
Sistine because throughout the cycle the authority and func
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tion of a religious leader is emphasized in order to legiti74
mize Sixtus's power in office.'
Moses has traditionally
been considered a typus Christi.

In the Sistine this concept

is evidenced by the accentuation of the triple roles perform
ed by Christ and Moses and fulfilled within their institu
tions.''^

Since Moses founded and was head of the Jewish

state, Christ founded and was head of the Christian state,
then Sixtus, as the inheritor of the powers Christ granted
to Peter, was also the leader of the Church.

Now, by tracing

the line of succession backwards to its source, Moses is also
a typus papae in the context of the Sistine cycle.

In his

treatise, De Potentiae Dei, Sixtus wrote on the succession
of power, and this fresco illustrates the Pope's opinions on
77
the source of the inherited, absolute power of the pontiff.
The Iconography of Botticelli's "The Punishment of Korah"
Botticelli depicts only three incidents in this fres
co (Figure 9).

They are The Attempt by the Jews to Stone

Moses at the right (Num.

6 - 10); a combination of The

Punishment of the Sons of Aaron (Lev. lOi 1 -2) and The Disconfiture of Korah, Dathan and Abiram (Num. 16: 1 - 7) in the
center; and The Punishment of Korah (Num. 16« 25 - 3^» 26:
9 - 11) on the left,
The biblical account of the first episode reports
that the Israelites, unhappy with their plight, murmur against
Aaron and his brother, Moses.

They plan to elect a new leader
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and return to Egypt.

The Israelites would have stoned Moses

and Aaron, but Joshua and Caleb intervened.

Botticelli

depicts only Moses, who has aged considerably since he led
the Israelites out, and Joshua, who restrains the crowd.
Moses gestures toward heaven as a reminder that God will
7R
punish those who rebel against Him.
In a manner character
istic of the Sistine, Botticelli does not depict the glory of
the Lord in the tabernacle which followed the attempt to
stone Moses (Num. l4»10).
Here and in his other two appearances in this fresco
Moses has light streaks about his head.
is horned.

Traditionally Moses

After his meeting with God on Mount Sinai the

skin of Moses's face shone so he covered it with a veil
(Ex. 3^»35)«

When St. Jerome translated the story, he defined

the light coming from Moses's face as horns.

Botticelli re

presents the horns of Moses as rays of light; significantly,
each group of rays contains the same number as the Command79
ments, ten.
The background for this incident is a classical build
ing patterned after the Septizonium of Septimius Severus.
It was in place near the Circus Maximus at the time of
Botticelli's re-creation of it, but could not be seen simul
taneously with the Arch of Constantine, as the artist shows
it here.
In the center of the painting Botticelli sets eight
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figures around a Jewish altar (compare with the altar in "The
Temptation of Christ" Figure 6).

Aaron, recognizable by the

triregno, swings his censer behind the altar.

Moses's sacer

dotal powers were vested in Aaron, so it is Aaron who perforins
80
the priestly duties.
By right of succession, Aaron's sons
were also Levitical priests (Ex. 28i 1) but when Aaron's sons
Nadab and Abihu took Aaron's censer and offered strange fire
to the Lord, He rejected it.

Botticelli illustrates Nadab

and Abihu, on the far side of the altar, cowering and covering
their faces because the fire sent by the Lord is threatening
them.-

Aaron's son Eleazar, between Aaron and Moses in the

composition, scatters the fire of a censer.

This incident

occurred at the end of the second incident that appears con81
joined with the wrongful sacrifice of Nadab and Abihu.
Korah, Dathan and Abiram and their company of two
hundred fifty men threatened to usurp the priestly powers of
Moses and Aaron.

According to the Bible, the Korahites had

minor Levitical functions and were jealous of the Aaronite
82
priests who had greater duties (II Chron. 20il9).
Botticelli
depicts only three men falling away from the altar with their
censers, while Moses lifts his rod to encourage the fire
against them.
The combination of these two incidents occurred both
in art and theology long before their illustration on the
Sistine walls.

Centuries ago the Church Fathers combined the

stories to teach a moral lesson about the sanctity of priestly
powersi

those who threaten a priest's powers shall be pun
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ished as were Korah and his group and as Aaron's sons were
punished.

The Fathers and Bible commentators equated Korah's

rebellion with heresy; Origen linked Korah's rebellion to the
uprising against Moses,so all three incidents became acts
of heresy.

The authority upon which these theologians based

their interpretation is Hebrews

"And no man shall taketh

this honor unto himself, but he that is called of God, as was
Aaron."

This statement also occurs in Num. 16:40:

"That no

stranger, which is not of the seed of Aaron, come near to
84
offer incense before the Lord."
We have seen before that
the author of Hebrews is concerned with the historical unity
and continuity between the Old and New Testaments, so the
repetition of the Old Testament passage

brings the admonition

into the realm of Christ's priesthood.®^
Sixtus designed the program of the cycle to emphasize
the power of the papacy in sacred and secular matters.

His

own pontificate was punctuated by five attempts to convene
Councils outside his sanction, perceived as threats to his
powers, so his use of the passage on the arch behind these
two scenes represents the re-assertion of his authority and
is pivotal to the meaning of the fresco cycle in general.
The use of this Bible passage was not unique to Six
tus either, for countless of his predecessors cited both the
Korah story and the verse as proof of their authority.

In

the fifteenth century, however, the interpretation of Korah's
rebellion altered slightly, and his rebellion was viewed
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specifically as disobedience against the Pope.

The

Korahites were equated with the church men and rulers who
87
rebel against the Pope. '

For this reason, when Sixtus pro

mulgated the bull lifting Florences's excommunication in 1480
88
he included a reference to the Korah story.
The use of the Hebrews passage in this painting is
quite understandable, but its placement in the attic of the
Arch of Constantine further emphasizes its importance.

V/e

have already cited numerous examples of Constantinian influ
ence in the Sistine, but this reference to the first Chris
tian emperor is significant.
Jonstantine erected the arch to celebrate his victory
at the Milvian bridge under the sign of the Cross.

Eusebius

(AD? 260-? 340) recorded that Maxentius and his soldiers met
their death by drowning as Pharoah's soldiers drowned in the
Red Sea, thus Moses's enemies were equated with those of
89
Constantine. 7

Ecclesiastical history also„correlates the

military success of Moses and Constantine in delivering the
90
Church.

Constantine*s arch then is present as a symbol of
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Christian triumph.

In his program for the Sistine, Saxtus

celebrates the victory of both the Church and the papacy in
long fought battles for supremacy.
Furthermore, the arch may be a reminder to the viewer
92
of the Donation of Constantine.
In the first part of this
spurious document Constantine records his baptism by Pope
Sylvester as well as his cure by Sylvester from leprosy.

In
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the second part Constantine confers upon Sylvester all powers
in both sacred and secular matters so that Sylvester has pub
lic as well as religious responsibilities.

Constantine

states that he will remove the seat of his government to the
East so that Sylvester may not be inconvenienced in his rule.
Although it had been known for some time that this
document was not from Constantine's own hand, the papacy
clung to it a» authorization of their powers and ambitions in
94
spiritual and temporal domains.
Ettlinger claims that Botticelli's rendering of the
north facade of Constantine's arch is (except for the inscrip
95
tion) a literal copy;7J obviously this is not so.

There are

stones piled on the top which "prove its non-Christian
96
antiquity."7
Constantine followed the tradition of nonChristian emperors when he erected his arch.

Such arches

were used by these rulers to advertise their conquests and
on

justify their missions.

The use of stones by Botticelli

and other artists signified the crumbling of the Synagogue
and its replacement by the Church or of the Old Covenant and
its eclipse by the New.
In the attic story Botticelli followed the sculp
tural models but simplified them.

He replaced the dentils

with projecting cornices and added a frieze of palmettes.
Constantine placed sculpture on his arch commissioned by
other emperors, an attempt to align his reign with theirs.
Botticelli rendered the Hadrianic tondi, including the
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Sacrifice of Apollo and The Wild Boar Hunt in a manner that
closely resembles the models.

However, the artist replaced

Constantine's panels of the adlocutio and the largitio "be
neath the tondi with a row of individual figures.

Further

modifications include substituting trophies for the figures
at the bases of the columns and winged victories in the
spandrels of the minor arches and deleting the reliefs on
the inside of the central arch.

The purpose of these modi

fications remains unclear.
Botticelli presents the final incident, the actual
punishment of Korah and his compatriots, at the left side of
the fresco.

Moses raises his hand and the earth opens at his

command to swallow the rebels.

The two youths on the cloud

represent Korah*s sons who were saved, although the Bible
does not say they were sustained by a cloud.

In a gloss

based on Jewish commentators of the Pentateuch, Nicholas da
Lyra stated that Korah's sons remained standing in the air,
98
as we see them here.

The moral of this story is that God

destroys those who disobey Him, but preserves those who are
not persuaded to rebel against His authority and that of His
priests.^
A point of special note in this incident is the in
tercession by Moses when the Lord wished to destroy the whole
congregation, not just Korah and company.

Moses more than

once interceded and mediated for the Israelites, establishing
the idea of a redeemer in the minds of the Jewish people,100
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and prefiguring that role by Christ for Christians.
In this fresco Botticelli illustrates historical
events that support papal claims to invincible priestly pow
er.

The artist makes allusions to the full scope of papal

strengths through the representation of the Arch of Constantine, while the inscription on this arch declares the sacred
authority of the Pope, whose accession is prefigured by the
priesthood of Moses.
The theme of the fresco cycle in the Sistine chapel
is the supremacy of the Church and of the papacy.

Biographi

cal, historical and political imagery support the claims of
both institutions to primacy.

The protagonists, Christ and

Moses, participate in events which chronicle important events
in the performance of their duties as priests, lawgivers and
rulersj their missions preestablish that of the Bishop of
Rome.

The historical origins of the Church, its ascendancy

and triumph are documented in order to support its claims to
supremacy.

These themes are present in Botticelli's frescoes,

so for that reason it is apparent that the early judgements
of his work in the Sistine are incorrect.

CHAPTER 4
TYPOLOGY IN THE SISTINE CHAPEL
Pictorial and Textual Relationships
In 1901 Ernst Steinmann formulated the earliest modern
hypotheses concerning the typology in the Sistine cycle:
Steinmann believed that the frescoes depicted important
events in the lives of Moses and Christ in such a way that
these events presented a rigid scene-for-scene association of
Moses's type to Christ's anti-type.

Furthermore, by his in

terpretation of the contracts Sixtus issued, Steinmann saw
contemporary events of Sixtus's reign commemorated in these
events.*
Weaknesses in Steinmann's theories, some of which he
himself admitted, led other theologians and historians to
project variations on Steinmann*s themes, but none of these
satisfied all the topics present in the cycle.

Steinmann's

ideas persisted, however, and so did the misconceptions.
L. D. Ettlinger's study of the fresco cycle, published
in 1965# revealed the iconological errors in Steinmann's
thesis, but Ettlinger's typological approach can now also be
revised and updated since the inscriptions over the frescoes,
unknown until recently, contribute further evidence for a
typological interpretation.

These inscriptions, now visible
65
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for the first time since the sixteenth century, provide the
missing links in the typological scheme present in the chapel.
Ettlinger refuted Steinmann's claim that the frescoes
depict contemporary events of Sixtus's reign by showing that
two incidents - the battle of Campomorto and the heresy of
Zamometic - occurred in the second half of 1482, after the
completion of the paintings in which Steinmann saw the rela
tionships (The Crossing of the Red Sea; The Punishment of
Korah)
Next, Ettlinger disputed the prevalent assumption
that there is a scene-for-scene correspondence between the
episodes of Moses's life and those of Christ's life, on the
basis that patristic, rather than medieval, typology governed
the cycle.

As proof of this thesis, Ettlinger related the

cycle to such early Christian Italian monuments as Old St.
Peter's, S. Paolo fuori le Mura and Sta. Maria Maggiore.

In

these churches, the pictorial cycles from the Old and New
Testaments do not establish direct parallels between Moses
and Christ, because at the time of their creation the system
of types and anti-types was not fixed as it later became in
medieval systems of typology.

Early Christian cycles imply

a certain degree of typology through the choice of Old Testa
ment scenes from the multitude available, but the hallmark of
this kind of representation is the illustration of Christian
history.J
Ettlinger maintained that typological decorations
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were not generally accepted as monumental church adornment in
4
Italy, but that historically oriented schemes were. To
prove this point Ettlinger again named the examples listed
above (which also influenced the architectural design of the
chapel) and expanded the list to include medieval cycles
found in S. Angelo in Formis, S. Pietro at Ferentillo and the
clerestory frescoes in the Upper Church at Assisi, for these
all portray the same characteristics.
The history of the church is illustrated in these
early Christian and medieval cycles by a progression of events
from the Old Dispensation to the New which culminates in the
power of Christ and His sacrifice.

Although the Old Testa

ment imagery is not fixed (incidents from Genesis, Exodus,
Joshua or others may appear)1 if Patriarchs do appear, their
presence signals their prefiguration of Christ.

The New

Testament scenes represent the life of Christ and usually
include some stories from His childhood as well as a Christ
in Majesty and/or a Last Judgement.-'

The Church especially

cherished the historical interpretation of the Old Testament
because it illustrated what God had done for His people in
the paste^

Scenes from the New Testament were selected so

that they created a correspondence between what God had done

7
and the promise of what He would do.
In the Sistine imagery Ettlinger found the same com
ponents as the models he cited.

Moses represents the Old Law
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and incidents from the Old Testament document important events
in the life of the Church.

Christ's childhood is illustrated

by Perugino's Nativity on the altar wall and "The Temptation
of Christ" by Botticelli.

The scenes from Christ's adult

life in which He represents the New Law include references to
His sacrifice as we have shown in the iconographical study of
the "Temptation," and they are present in other paintings as
well.

Ghirlandaio's "Resurrection and Assumption of Christ"

is present on the entrance wall.
Ettlinger showed that certain scenes were paired in
order to emphasize the relationship between the Old and New
Covenants and to accentuate the institution of the Universal
Church.

These are: "The Circumcision of Moses's Son" and

"The Baptism of Christ;" "The Lawgiving on Sinai" and "The
Sermon on the Mount;" "The Testament of Moses" and "The Last
8
Supper."
Some scenes paired in the Sistine are never equat
ed typologically.

These are: "The Crossing of the Red Sea"
o
and "The Calling of the First Apostles;" The Punishment of
Korah" and "The Delivery of the Keys."10

Therefore, the

pictorial typological relationships in the Sistine ebb and
flow rather than forming strict correspondences. Ettlinger
concluded that in the Sistine the emphasis was on Christian
history, to which the element of typology was subservient.*1
Nonetheless, differences from early Christian models
are apparent in the Sistine, because of the motives of the
patron.

In early Christian art the miracles accompanying
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Moses and those performed by Christ were popular images.
These are all but absent from the Sistine cycle because the
emphasis is on the roles of these two men as priests, law
givers and rulers, and as such, their function as predeces
sors of the Pope.

The incidents chosen for the artists to

illustrate were selected for their capacity to demonstrate
the authority of the Pope and the strength of the faith in
the history of the Church.
Ettlinger calls the kind of typology present in the
Sistine 'selective typology'.

12

Selective typology occurs

in the theological work of Origen and in the book of Hebrews.
Sixtus knew and utilized both of these when he planned his
chapel.
Origen (b. 185) was studied with great interest by
13
Sixtus and his circle. J

Translations of Origen's works,

including a commentary on The Epistle to the Hebrews, were
14
in the Vatican Library during Sixtus's pontificate.

Since

Origen*s philosophy was well known to the patron of the chap
el, it is not surprising that Origen's thoughts were made
visible there.
Origen, one of the Greek Fathers, is probably best
remembered as the author of a tri-part scriptural interpreta
tion.

According to Origen's logic, the scriptures could be

understood in the following ways:

literally1 morally - by

discerning the message useful for the soul's welfare; and
spiritually - recognizing the relation of God to His universe
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through an allegory which contained a doctrine.1^

Origen

deeply revered the Old Testament and maintained that it must
be interpreted allegorically,' , although he admitted that all

16

incidents could not be so explained.

This selective, pa

tristic approach to typology is that which is expressed in
the early Christian cycles to which the Sistine can be com
pared.
Origen also wrote a commentary on the Epistle to the
Hebrews, a text which, as we have seen, plays a significant
role in the Sistine decoration.

To reiterate the significant

issue, it is the author's emphasis on the superiority of the
New Covenant over the Old, Christianity over Judaism, the
Church over the Synagogue and Christ's supreme sacrifice over
Mosaic daily sacrifice which exemplifies his interpretation
of the Hew Testament in certain and specific terms of the
Old.

This method of interpretation qualifies as selective,

just as Origen's interpretation and that of patristic typo
logy do.
Ettlinger's reconstruction of the models for the
Sistine program and his thesis that patristic typology ruled
the imagery are well founded.

However, the inscriptions over

the frescoes reveal a different aspect of typology than that
which Ettlinger considered.

Whereas Ettlinger resolved the

parallels of the actual, visible images, the inscriptions
compare and contrast the mystical relationship between the
17
Old and New Testaments.
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Over each fresco, within a decorative framework, runs
an inscription written in Latin (Bee Appendix B),

The let

ters which formulate the inscription are majuscules, or Roman
capitals (Figure 15)•

At this time, there was an interest in

imitating Roman imperial epigraphy, and the Sistine inscrip38

tions are considered fine examples of this revival.

The

use of such letters and their location also recalls early
Christian tituli, so their appearance in the Sistine is in
keeping with the recreation of venerable models.
A translation of these incriptioxis is provided "below
so that they may be compared with the su'bjects of the fres
coes on pp. 29-32.

1. The observation of the old
regeneration by Moses through
circumcision.

Christ Cycle
1. The institution of
the new regeneration
by Christ in Baptism.

2. The temptation (trial) of
Moses, bearer of the written
law.

2,
The temptation of
Christ, bearer of the
law of the Gospel.

3. The congregation of the
people by Moses to receive the
new law.

}, The congregation
of the people to re
ceive the law of the
Gospel.
h-, The promulgation
of the law of the Gos
pel by Christ.
5. The conturbation
of Jesus Christ, bear
er of the law.
6. The resurrection
and ascension of
Christ, the hearer of 2Q
the law of the Gospel.

Moses Cycle

h. The promulgation of the
written law by Moses.
5. The conturbation of Moses,
the bearer of the written law.
6. The replication of the writ
ten law by Moses.

Certain concepts are underscored "by a comparison of
the text of these inscriptions.

Almost every one on the
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Moses side refers to the written law, while nearly all those
on the Christ side refer to the Gospel, the body of doctrine
taught by Jesus.

This direct cross-wording reinforces the

typological parallels because it contrasts the old laws writ
ten in stone with those of the New Covenant announced by
Christ.

According to the Old Testament prophecy (Jer. 31'31 -

32), the New Covenant would be written in the hearts and
minds of men, not on stone as the Old Law was.

Christ came

to fulfill the Old Law, not to destroy it (Matt. 5* 17)• so
in His ministry, by His spoken words and deeds, He illuminat
ed the Old Law.^*
Thus, in the context of the Sistine chapel, we find
the spoken words ofJesus emphasizedi Christ is portrayed
preaching in The Baptism, expounding to the angels in The
Temptation, calling the first Apostles, giving the Sermon on
the Mount, charging Peter and speaking with His apostles at
the Last Supper.
The sacraments provided by the Church, headed by the
Pope, assume greater significance due to the text of the in22
scriptions also,
because Jesus taught salvation in His
ministry.
The Typology in Botticelli's Paintings
Within the imagery of Botticelli's frescoes, the vi
sual typological relationships are quite apparent in "The
Youth of Moses" and its pendant "The Temptation of Christ"
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(Figures 8 and 6) while the mystical relationships of the
inscriptions are more evident between "The Punishment of
Korah" ("The Conturbation of Moses") and Perugino's "Christ's
Charge to St Peter" ("The Conturbation of Jesus Christ").
(Figures 9 and ?)•
"The Youth of Moses" narrates the education of Moses
and his acceptance of God's call to lead the Israelites.
The story of the slaying of the Egyptian taskmaster in order
to defend a tribesman of Abraham
narrative.

23
J is the first trial in the

Venerable Bede and Rhabaus Maurus interpreted

Moses's dispatch of the tyrant as a parallel to Christ's
temptations by the devil, for as Moses conquered the task24
master, so did Christ overcome the devil.
In the upper reg
ister of "The Temptation of Christ" all three enticements
offered by the devil to Christ are illustrated.

In the third

incident the devil does indeed fall away as Christ refuses to
worship him, so these two events are visually paired.
A second set of matched events is found in the flight
of Moses into the

desert to escape Pharoah's wrath and

Christ's refusal to accept the riches of the world from the
devil in exchange for His worship.

Moses's departure from

Pharoah and his family prefigures Christ's forsaking wealth
2*5
and power in His ministry. J Moses's forty years of wandering
in the desert may also be compared with the forty days Christ
spent fasting in the wilderness, for both spent that time of

7^

deprivation in preparation for their missions and encountered
tribulations.

The barren tree that marks Moses's solitary

figure on the path refers to Christ's sacrifice, also alluded
to in the Eucfaaristic symbols in the"Temptation," because
through His crucifixion, the Tree of Knowledge will be re
stored to life.
At the end of His withdrawal, Christ determined to
base His ministry on.love and healing, while Moses became a
shepherd, a role in which he is often compared with the Good
Shepherd.

As he tended his flock, Moses learned compassion
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and was better prepared for his next trial.
God's call to liberate the Israelites (Ex. 3) is
split into two scenes.

Moses removes his sandals, then God

speaks to him from the Burning Bush.

The symbol of the

church as the bush, burned but not destroyed by the fire,
finds it's parallel in the invincibility
"The Temptation of Christ,"

27

of the Church in

for there the image represents

the ascendancy of the Church over the Synagogue and its re28
newal of the heavenly model.
Moses's acceptance of God's
call to lead the Israelites is represented by Moses at the
head of his people.
The mission of both Moses and Christ may also be
paralleled, for as Moses leads the people to the Promised
Land, so Christ leads man to salvation through His sacri
fice.2^

The Pope as the leader of his people may also be

related to this image, for Christ conferred on Peter the
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duty of feeding His sheep, so Peter leads men to the Church.
Therefore, the mission of Peter is also that of the Pope, by
right of succession.
The sacrifice of Christ is symbolized in the fore
ground of "The Temptation" fresco, where two priests perform
a blood ritual.

Moses sealed the Old Covenant with blood

(Ex. 21* 18), but whereas the Old Covenant promised real estate,
the New Covenant promises salvation,

so a contrast betv/een

the two covenants is evident.
The symbols of the bread and wine also spotlight an
important feature of Christ's priesthood.

In the Epistle to

the Hebrews, which is the major source for the imagery of
"The Temptation of Christ," Christ's priesthood is discussed
at great length.

The author emphasizes that the priesthood

of Christ is after the order of Melchizedek's (Heb. 5s5 10» 7i1 - 12), and that it is superior to the Levitical
priesthood of Moses (Heb. ?ill - 12).

Melchizedek offered

bread and wine to Abraham and was a high priest of God (Ex.
14:18), so these symbols remind the viewer of Christ's sac
erdotal

supremacy as well as His sacrifice.
Documentation of important events in the life of the

Church is an ingredient of this tradition of decoration, and
it is apparent in the Moses cycle.

In the center of the

composition, Moses meets with the daughters of Jethro and
drives away the shepherds who interfere with the watering of
the women's flock.

Although the Bible records seven daughters.
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Botticelli represents only two, but the significance of the
original number was not lost to Venerable Bede and others
who compared the seven daughters to the seven early church
communities.

In the image of Moses

repelling the shepherds,
31
the commentators saw Christ defending His Church.
The
setting for this incident, the well, refers to the Baptism of
Christ and the sacrament of Baptism offered by the Church.
In this fresco the images center around Moses's
charge by God to lead His chosen people in an agreement
known as the Old Covenant so the events fulfill the histori
cal requirements of the program.

Botticelli records the

institution of this treaty by God's appearance in the Burning
Bush, then portrays Moses literally at the head of his people.
The inscription over this fresco calls Moses the bearer of
the written law, in contrast to its pendant, where Christ
bears the law of the Gospel.

The inscriptions elucidate the

difference between Mosaic law, which is of ths letter, and
32
the law of Christ, which is of the spirit.
In "The Punishment of Korah" Botticelli portrays
three incidents which emphasize the role of Moses as a
Levitical priest.

Since Moses vested his priestly powers in

Aaron, in these stories, Moses protects Aaron's rights as a
priest-^ and destroys those who attempt to usurp Aaron's
authority.
In his pendant to the Moses fresco, Perugino narrates
the Stoning of Christ and the Tribute Money with the largest
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central scene representing The Delivery of the Keys to PeterIn this fresco also, all three incidents refer to the role of
Christ as a priest.
The Stoning of Christ is traditionally linked to The
34
Stoning of Moses,
as it is here.

The essence of the story

in both frescoes is that the possession of supreme power does
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not remain uncontested.

The Jews planned to elect a nev/

leader and return to Egypt when they threatened Moses; the
unbelieving Jews threatened Jesus (John 8s59; 10:31).
The story of Korah rarely appears in typological
schemes and never as a type for the Charge to St. Peter,
which also is a relatively rare subject.

Here the typo

logical link is visually subtle, but its significance is
powerful.

The two stories combined in Botticelli's fresco -

The Punishment of the Sons of Aaron and the Punishment of
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Korah - pertain to wrongful acts.

Only the High Priest

Aaron's sacrifices were acceptable to God; Korah and his
group tried to usurp the sacerdotal powers of Moses and
Aaron.
Since The Charge to St. Peter was regarded by commen
tators as a symbol of Christ granting supreme power within
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the Church to St. Peter and his rightful successors,

the

typological link between these two frescoes is the bestowal
and continuity of priestly powers only in those men called by
God.

The inscription on Botticelli's Arch of Constantine

bears this same message i NEMO SIBI ASSUM/AT HONOREIi NISI/
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VOCATUS A DEO/TANQUAM AARON/ "And no man shall taketh this
honor unto himself, but he that is called of God, as was
Aaron." (Heb. 5tb).
History is also recorded in Perugino's fresco.
Christ extends to Peter the New Law that He has come to pro
mulgate that supersedes the Law of Hoses.

The Charge to

Peter signifies that Peter's Church is the one and only
Church of Christ, so this image refers to te founding of the
Church and the vesting of power within that institution to
Peter and his successors.
In his fresco, Perugino includes two triumphal arches,
both modelled on the Arch of Constantine.

While Botticelli's

copy shows some deviations from the original, Perugino modi
fied his even more.

The inscriptions on Perugino's arches

comnemorate Sixtus as the builder of the palace chapel, and
claim that Sixtus is superior to Solomon.

The intent of the

message is to proclaim the superiority of Christianity over
Judaism and establish the Pope as the head of the Universal
Church.^

Other additions to the arches include three can

dlesticks on each, which do not appear on the original.
Together, these candles form the correct number present on
Z4.0
an altar during High Mass.
Therefore, the stage is set for
the administration of the sacraments.
The building that serves as the background to the
Charge to St. Peter represents the Church founded on the
rock of St. Peter

and is emblematic of the Institution of
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lf.p
the Christian Church.

Christ changed Simon's name to Peter -

the rock - to provide a firm base for His Church, and gave
If.o
Peter power until the end of the earth. J
The notion of power is reiterated in the depiction of
The Tribute Money, for this story had become a symbol of papal
supremacy.

Although the argument was long settled - Sixtus's

pontificate began after

the Conciliar battles, the Great

Schism and problems with the Holy Roman empire, problems which
had plagued his predecessors - the story appears here to rebk
affirm the strength of the papacy in these controversies.
In these two pairs of frescoes we have found typo
logical links focused on the call of God to two religious
leaders and the threats and tribulations which accompany
their priestly functions.

Historical documentation of events

in the life of the Church occurred in the depictions of the
Old and New Covenants and the Institution of the Church.
The salvation of man through Christ's sacrifice was implied
by the water and well in "The Youth of Moses" and the blood
ritual and ministration scene in "The Temptation of Christ."
Due to Ettlinger*s study, and the unveiling of the inscrip
tions, the imagery in the Sistine takes on a larger meaning
than was acribed to it before.

CHAPTER 5
COMPOSITIONAL ASPECTS OF THE CYCLE
Organization and Unity of the Cycle
By the time Botticelli arrived in Rome he had ab
sorbed all the artistic influences necessary to formulate his
mature style, achieved fame through his ability to mirror
likenesses, and explored and depicted some of the Neo-Platonic expressions for which he is best remembered.

Although,

according to the "Denunzia" published in Florence in 1480 1481 he had no real property at that time,* other records
from the same year show that Botticelli employed at least
p
three assistants, so he was awarded work beyond his personal
capacities.
ble.

The artist was prosperous, successful and capa

The commission Botticelli received from Sixtus IV was

the most extensive of his entire career^ as well as the sin4
gle most important of that decade.

Yet many aspects of the

pictorial decoration of the Sistine chapel were determined
before Botticelli even left Florence, so the exercise of the
artist's skills was confined to those which suited the pur
poses of

commission.

Simply because of its size the decoration of the
chapel was a major undertaking.
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Furthermore, the program to
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be illustrated was so complex that the predetermination of
many aspects of the work served to simplify the task of the
artists and unify the room.-*

The composition and format,

narrative content and order of completion of the frescoes
were all resolved "by the time Botticelli set foot in the
chapel.

Sixtus and his advisors had established the icono

graphy and narrative method long since.^

Perugino had al

ready completed the altar wall, so these frescoes determined
the arrangement of the wall into three horizontal sections as
well as the composition and figural scale for the remaining

7
frescoes.

A reconstruction of the altar wall and a drawing

of the central fresco by a student of Perugino demonstrate
the presentation of the wall upon its completion (Figures 10
and 16).
There were two arrangements possible for the disposi
tion of the frescoes on the side walls.

First, the cycle

could form a circular scheme, beginning and ending at the
altar wall, such as Giotto devised for the Arena chapel.
Second, the paintings could move away from the altar wall in
a parallel progression.

Since the narrative juxtaposed

scenes from both the New and Old Testaments, the latter
method, a double stream away from the altar, was the more logO
ical arrangement, as well as the more traditional.
Another ingredient of pictorial organization, the
manner in which to treat the several incidents in each fresco,
was also fixed by the time Botticelli arrived.

The two
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options available both stemmed from classical antiquity.
First, each incident could be featured as a self-contained
picture, as is the case in the cycles at S. Paolo fuori le
Mura, Old St. Peter's and Sta. Maria Kaggiore, all of which
were used as models for the chapel as we now know.

Second,

several incidents could be grouped together within a common
frame.

This method, called continuous narration, was used in

Roman sarcophagi and in late antique book illustration.
Continuous narration in its early form often left the viewer
in doubt as to which incident occurred first, because several
incidents from different times were depicted in one frame.
By the fifteenth century, when visual coherence was consid
ered imperative, the method had been refined to diminish
o
chronological confusion.
It is this refined method of con
tinuous narration that appears in the Sistine cycle.

By the

utilization of this method, the incidents in each painting
could be ranked by their relative importance, so that in
every fresco, the major story is centralized while the auxil
iary incidents flank it.*0
Certain other characteristics of the Sistine fres
coes recall Roman painting.

Just as in the Sistine, Roman

painting usually portrayed the major figures just left and
right of the center of the composition, facing each other and
perhaps touching.11

In each of the Sistine frescoes, the

centralized two-figure group contains Moses or Christ and
one other person.

Utter symmetry was a hallmark of Roman
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painting, but in the Renaissance and the Sistine, symmetry is
attained by the visual distribution of weight, not the actual
balancing of items.
Each artist may have been given charge of an entire
bay - from the papal portraits in the clerestory through the
narrative painting to the false brocades.

12

Although each

artist Sixtus commissioned had a distinct style which none
13
was willing to sacrifice, J all of them chose to adhere to
the format established by the patron and workshop master, for
they did not wish their contribution to appear out of unison.
In fact, the compositional harmony of the entire cycle is
remarkable, for each bay and painting exhibits features com
mon to the rest,^ but this effect is not unusual for collab
orative projects of this period.
Within the frame formed by its cornices and painted
pilasters, the picture plane of each successive wall fresco
contains five horizontal strips.

The foreground is almost

completely filled with figures, both contemporary and bibli
cal, who are scaled to roughly two-fifths of the total
height of the painting.

The space above the heads of these

figures makes up one fifth of the total area and contains
the vanishing point for the perspective.*-'

This spatial

arrangement is apparent in the reproduction of Perugino's
altarpiece (Figure 16), as are the characteristics which
follow.
Each fresco is divided into three vertical units ^
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in the manner of a triptych; the major story occurs in the
center section.

Also within the frame of each fresco there

is a particular movement through the composition which, in
ground plan, would look like the letter S on its side.

This

curvilinear motion emphasizes the central episode, for it
17
pivots on that figural group. '

By this device the eye of

the viewer is guided through each fresco, but the poses and
gestures of the figures are also designed to perform this
function, as well as to lead the eye from the present fresco
to the next.
Another device that creates unity within the cycle is
the consistent appearance of the figures of Moses and Christ.
On the south wall, Moses always wears a yellow gown and green
mantle.

Even though Moses grows older in each successive

fresco, his attire remains constant.

On the north wall,

Jesus always appears in a red robe and blue cloak.

Unlike

Moses, Jesus does not age within the context of the Sistine,1^
because the images relate incidents from His ministry.

Here

as in early Christian representations of His ministry, Jesus
appears as a vigorous man.19
Further examples of conformity among the frescoes ex
tend to the harmony of color schemes and light tonality.
overall appearance of the completed chapel must have been
similar to an illuminated manuscript because the frescoes
20
were bright with color and touched with gold.
Similar
treatments of the background landscapes, agreement of the

The
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placement of horizon lines and of the uniformly scaled archi21
tiecture all contribute to the cycle's uniform appearance.
A. single fresco of this size was usually painted from
the top dow, so tha.t as the work on one level was completed
the scaffolding could be lowered to the next.

This method,

although it lent aafcriped appearance to the finished work,
was probably adhere! to in the Sistine, and it is assumed
that the pajal portraits, narrative fresco and curtains of
each "bay were all treated as a cohesive unit by a single
artist.

The Octoler 148L contract mentions only the histo

ries and curtains, not the papal portraits, while the January
1482 assessment states that the popes and four histories
were done, "but that the curtains were not. (see Appendix A).
Perhaps the lour artists quickly finished all the papal portraits first, then began painting the narrative frescoes.

22

As far as can "be determined, the arti«ts_applied the
frescoes to the walls in the usual manner.

There is no evi

dence of nail holes or scratched contours on the surfaces of
the paintings, so the images must have been outlined with red
ochre oil a green earth "background and filled in with color.

23
J

The length of time involved in painting a fresco may
be reconstructed by multiplying the number of foreground
figures "by three days, "because a life size figure took two
Zk
days to complete,

Botticelli's "Temptation of Christ" con

tains over forty full size figures, so it took about four
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months to finish.

Even though the other two large frescoes

Botticelli painted contain fewer figures and therefore con
sumed less time, the patron was anxious for the completion
of the decoration, so the frescoes were done rapidly.

Thus,

Botticelli's style in the Sistine is much coarser than it
appears in his panel paintings,2^ and most of the work is his
own because he utilized assistants far less than the other
artists did.*^
Botticelli followed the compositional format estab
lished for him with ease, because he naturally composed pic
tures in just that way.

The artist tended to create a cen

tral "block flanked by subsidiary scenes, just as he was re
quired to do in the chapel.

He imprinted his personal style

on each of the three Sistine frescoes, however, as the fol
lowing paragraphs reveal.

Botticelli's Compositions
In the "Temptation of Christ* (Figure 6), Botticelli
divides the surface area of the fresco into three vertical
segments, accenting the division with slender oak; trees in
realistic detail.

2 71

With these

trees the artist separates

each of the three scenes cf the temptation story one from
the other, while at the same time he acentuates the Old
Testament ritual in the foreground.
Botticelli separates the composition horizontally in
to five segments so that the foreground figures occupy the
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lower two sections.

The vanishing point for tlie perspective

and a landscape which includes Gothic spired "buildings, art
estuary and ships are both contained in the section above
the heads of the full size figures.

In the upper section

the Mew Testament events transpire) here lotticelli creates
figures obviously out of scale with the architecture because
they are subordinate to the foreground ritual.

Botticelli

employs the prescribed structural arrangement to his own
advantage by successfully distinguishing the sacrifice in the
lower section from the New Testament subjects so he creates
a coherent composition and maintains the chronological order
of the stories.
The artist creates symmetry, an a manner which seerns
completely natural, through the disposition of fagural groups
and landscape elements on either side of the centralized
altar and buildings.

The foreground figures form two con

centric circles around the priest and acolyte, emphasizing
their importance to the narrative.
The devil and Christ form the apex of a large trian
gle whose sides are indicated ly the roof line of the build
ing and extended down to the base of "the fresco, where the
bottom edge of the triangle rests.

By this device the art

ist creates a stable composition and sets forth a large shape
which he repeats in the organization of the figural groups.
The device of repeating shapes, as well as colors,
relates the parts of the composition to each other so that
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unity is achieved.

Blue and red, the colors of Christ's

robes, recur throughout the fresco and direct the viewer's
eye through the episodes across the top of the fresco and
through the lower section.
In its original state, before the chancel screen was
moved, the chapel was divided symmetrically so that each half
contained three bays on either side.

The center fresco of

each side is distinguished from its neighbor by its color
scheme - silver in the presbyterium and gold in the entrance
area.
spots.

Botticelli's frescoes occupy three of these choice
The "Temptation" fresco is affected by this distinc

tion because the colors are cooler than those of its neigh28
bors and cast with a silvery sheen.
In "The Youth of Moses" (Figure 8) Botticelli organ
ized seven stories so that they unfold chronologically from
right to left, contrary to the natural order to which a
viewer is accustomed, because the Moses stories develop away
from the altar just as the Christ stories on the opposite
wall do.

However, in the entire Moses cycle, the right-to-

left organization is not strictly adhered to.

The emphasis

on sequential development maintained in the Christ cycle is,
in the Moses cycle, often overshadowed by the accentuation
of the story in the center of the composition.

Because of

the reverse chronology and the increased number of stories
contained in some of the Moses frescoes as opposed to those
in the Christ cycle, the compositions on the Moses side of
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the Sistine are not as orderly or smooth as their pendants. 7
Botticelli's "Youth of Moses" contains the most
stories of any in the chapel, yet the artist ordered them
according to the compositional requirements so that the
viewer may easily perceive the narrative flow.

Once again,

trees frame the central episodes and divide the composition
into vertical thirds.

The five horizontal registers are also

present but here Botticelli depicts action on more than two
primary levels.
In this composition the artist uses oblique planes to
lead the eye from one story to the next - this is especially
apparent on the right side of the fresco where the angular
path and perspective of the building act to unite three
episodes: the slaying of the Egyptian; Moses fleeing to
Midianj and the meeting by the well.

The right side of the

composition teems with drama and angular action but the cen
ter section is calm and idyllic.

Yet, each incident is

treated as a part of the whole composition and all are of
30
equal value within it.

Moses's gestures are significant here because they
contribute to the narrative flow.

Botticelli poses Moses

in such ways as to lead the eye through one episode and on
to the next.

The artist stresses Moses's encounter with

Jehovah in the Burning Bush, because it is at this meeting
that Jehovah appoints Moses as the leader of the Israelites.
Botticelli enlarges the figures beyond that size required by
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theix placement in depth, elevates the figures above the
rest and splits the incident into two segments.^
V/hile the color scheme in this painting is completely
naturalistic, it does contain the silver cast by which it is
set off from its neighbors in the whites and greys which are
spotted throughout.

Jethro's daughters, the garb of the

marching Israelites, sheep and marble building function as
the highlights of this scheme.
Since 'The Punishment of Korah" (Figure 9) appears in
the center of the secondary area of the chapel, its color
scheme is based on gold rather than silver.

The. gold of

Moses's xobe is repeated throughout the costumes of the other
figures, the gilt lavished on the Arch of Constantine and the
Corinthian columns of "the ruins.

The earth on which the fig

ures stand is golden ochre also.
Compared to his other creations in the chapel,
Botticelli's "Punishment of Korah" is a simple compositione
The three groups of figures fall easily into the triptych
division we have come "to expect, but in this instance all
episodes take place in the foreground, rather than in the
upper registers.

Negative space separates the incidents and

a deep landscape fills the remaining space.
Jotticelli made Aaron and Moses quite similar in
appearance, probably because of their sibling status, but
this device also enhances their relationship as priests, fore
runners of Peter.

Aaron wears the triregno to fulfill his
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identity with Peter in the opposite fresco by Perugino.
Pictorial Sources

Sixtus assigned the painters a formidable task because
his chapel's cycle contained over fifty episodes, only some
of which. followed traditional patterns of imagery.

Others,

such as the Moses stories, were not familiar to the artists
as workshop models "because Noses imagery was not in "vogue at
the time of this commission.

The artists were riot expected

to invent Christian iconography nor would they attempt to do
so for such a prestigious commission
Sixtus's library provided many of the pictorial
sources the artists needed for inspiration.

The Vatican

library contained many "volumes and this wealth of visual and
verbal models was drawn into service for the illustration of
the fresco cycle.

In Sixtus's collection there were illus

trated Bi"bles which provided models for the imagery while
written descriptions found in Bihle commentaries motivated
others.

The use of such sources not only solved the problems

of the artists, it also imparted an aspect of renewal of
older models and historical documentation, so important to
Ti
the patron.

In most cases of formal borrowing from manu

script sources, the final product of the artist suited the
needs of a Quattrocento creation and was not a duplicate of
the model.^
Botticelli preferred to depend on literary sources
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for visual motivation, as his Neo-Platonic creations show,
so no doubt the patron's books were useful to him.

Yet,

while his imagination remained focused on the text, Botticelli
changed his source into a "powerful pictorial equivalent.'

37

In addition to manuscript illuminations, Botticelli also used
other visual sources as models.
In his presentation of all three incidents of the
devil's enticement in "The Temptation of Christ" (Figure 6),
Botticelli reveals that he probably utilized an illuminated
manuscript as a source.

While depicting all three episodes

of the story suited Botticelli's compositional needs, the
inclusion of all parts of the story was a rare

occurence in

a historical series.

Artists usually only illustrated one
OO
and allowed it to stand for the rest,
but in an illuminated
manuscript the illustrations follow the text more closely
than do monumental painted cycles.

39

A Byzantine Gospel book or a western manuscript de
rived from a source of that type may have provided the model
for Botticelli's illustration of the third temptation and
the group of Christ with the angels in the middle distance.
In manuscripts of this kind, one of which was probably in the
Vatican library, the third temptation was depicted in a
separate miniature from the subsequent ministration by the
angels, but both were always present.

Based on a comparison

with Byzantine models, Ettlinger considers the image of
Christ and the three angels to be Botticelli's duplication of
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of the ministration scene and believes that the repetition
ij_ o
serves to underscore the reference to Christ's sacrifice.
A written description by Nicholas da lyra provided
the inspiration for details cf the high priest's costume even
though Botticelli aLso based his rendition on the "biblical
description found in Exodus.

In Postillae in Fentateuchum,

known to be in the Vatican library, da lyra elaborated on
the high priest's gart.^*
Another image in this fresco finds its source in an
tique Roman sculpture.

The young "boy holding the grapes

away from the snake is patterned after "The Girl with the
Dove" donated to the Capitoline Museum by Pope Clement XII
hz
(Figure 17)•
The model is transformed, but a debt to
antiquity acknowledged.
Echoes of the artist's previous work also appear in
this fresco in the woman carrying the bundle of faggots.

She

recalls the floating figures Botticelli created after his
master, Fra Filippo Lippi, and she repeats the pose of one
U-3
of the Three Graces in the Prinavera (c. 1478) (Figure 18).
In the figure of the woman carrying the basket of birds,
Botticelli transplants Judith's maidservant from the "Judith
i4.iL
and Holofernes" of c. l4?0.
Although earlier cycles did contain Moses stories
those sources either stressed the miracles associated with
Moses or did not illustrate the entirety of his career so
they were of little use to the artists.

By the time of the
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Sistine commission Moses usually only appeared in conjunc
tion with other Old Testament prophets, so for the images on
this side of the chapel extensive use was made of illuminated
manuscripts and their rich Moses imagery.

Two sources in

particular influenced Botticelli's rendering of The Youth of
Mosess" Trecentesque Neapolitan Bibles and eleventh- and
twelfth-century Byzantine Octateuchs, copies of which must
4c
have been in the patron's possession. J It would be tedious
to present a detailed discussion of the appearance of the
miniature and its corresponding illustration by the artist,
so only a summary follows.
The incident of the slaying of the Egyptian seems to
46
be the only example of this story in monumental art.
Botticelli included two spectators, a deviation from the
biblical text which states that no one saw Moses perform
this act.

The Byzantine Octateuch in MS. Vat. gr. 746 illus

trates the Egyptian in the same pose as Botticelli does, but
includes only one spectator (Figure 19)#

47

Moses's flight into the desert appears in the Bible
Moralis^e

with a text that explains that by this act looses

prefigures the forsaking of earthly wealth by Christ, so
typological demands are met by this image in Botticelli's
fresco.^®
In Byzantine Octateuch illustrations of Moses's
meeting with the daughters of Jethro, (Vatican library, MS.
Vat. gr. 746, fol. 154v), only two daughters are present,
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the well construction is equal to Botticelli's, and there is
a black sheep among the white, just as in the Sistine (Figure
49
20). 7 Similarities to Octateuch illustrations are also
found in Botticelli's separation of the episode of the
Burning Bush into two scenes and the representation of Moses
kneeling,. for these are common features of the earlier minia
tures.^0

In Botticelli's illustration of Koses leading the

Israelites out of Egypt, the artist recreated Moses's pose
and gesture in the corresponding Octateuch miniature (Vatican
library, MS. Vat. gr. ?46, fol. I80r) and rearranged some of
the figures present in the model (Figure 22
Outside of these manuscript sources, this fresco also
contains images based on contemporary artistic conventions,
sculpture and previous paintings by the artist.

Botticelli's

depiction of Jehovah in the Burning Bush as a tangible, al
beit divine, being reflects the contemporary conception of
God as a human.

As a result of the renewal of interest in

Greek art and the increased importance of the individual at
52
this time, the 'humanized' image of God prevailed.
In the image of Moses removing his sandals Botticelli
recreated a Roman bronze statue, the Spinario.

V/hile there

are many precedents for the imitation of this antique statue,
among them Erunelleschi's trial panel for the Baptistery
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d o o r s , i n this instance the statue can be considered as
another of the many personal references to Sixtus and his
achievements found in the cycle.

When Sixtus founded the

first public museum in 1^71 he donated bronze statues former
ly housed in the Lateran to the Roman people.
were the bronze She-wolf and the Spmano.

Among these
Botticelli's

recreation of statuary in the papal collections may serve to
glorify the patron and his possessions.
In Jethro's daughters Botticelli repeats the poses of
the two remaining of the Three Graces from the Primavera, ^
so that between them the pendant frescoes contain the ensem
ble he designed based on the classical model (Figure 18).
For the subject matter of the Stoning of Moses in
"The Punishment of Korah," Botticelli referred to the mosaic
representation of this episode in Sta. Ilaria Kaggiore; in
this instance, the artist borrowed the idea for the story,
not the visual iinages^^
In the combination of the two punishment scenes in
the center of the composition, Botticelli foil

3d manuscript

illuminations which also joined the two stories in one minia
ture, found in manuscripts such as the Arsenal Bible which
«57
has affinities with the Bible Horalis6e.
A Byzantine
v
Octateuch, Vat. Lib. MS. Vat. Lat. 3550, fol. 77 , contains
the same representation of the two men witnessing the descent
of Korah into the earth (Figure 21).-^
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Portraiture in the Sistine Chapel
Two types of figures appear as bystanders in the
Sistine cycle - biblical and contemporary.

These are dis

tinguished by their costumes, for the contemporary persons
wear Quattrocento garments or clerical robes.

Among these

figures are to be found portraits of the Pope's relatives and
acquaintances.
While their presence adds no significance to the bib
lical episodes they witness, the Quattrocento figures do
serve other purposes.

In his Calling of the First Apostles,

Ghirlandaio includes several full length portraits of well
known Florentines,

These may be considered visual olive

branches extended to the Florentines by the Pope in order to
dissolve harsh feelings after the events surrounding the
<g
Pazzi conspiracy.
The practice of including contemporary witnesses to
biblical events had become commonplace by the time of Sixtus's
commission, but as Millard Meiss says of the Sistine on
lookers, "their number constitutes a major invasion" in the
cycle.Some figures look out from the frescoes inviting
the viewer to participate in the event.

Since all the figures

are arranged like a frieze, they create the sense of a pro^J
cession in which the worshipper is is encouraged to join.
Certain figures are present because the Pope chose to
distinguish them.

This is apparent in Botticelli's "Tempta

tion of Christ" where the two figures in red on the right
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side of the fresco conmemorate the likenesses of two of the
Pope's nephews.

Giuliano, who became Pope Julius II, holds

a cloth in his crossed hands and Girolamo bears a token of
his office of Gonfaloniere of the Church, a gold mounted
wand given to him by Sixtus only a few months before.
In "The Youth of Moses" only one portrait head has
been identified.

Most authors cite the turbaned male behind

Moses in. the Exodus as the likeness of a well known Jewish
banker living in Rome or some eastern envoy visiting there.^
An elaboration on that identification allows another possi
bility to exist.

A Jewish doctor named Isaac, acting as a

fund raiser and ambassador from Spain, visited Rome.

While

he was there, Isaac converted to the Catholic faith and was
baptized "by Sixtus.^

This fresco which celebrates the

historical origins of the Church would seem the perfect place
to record such an event.
TTiose portrait heads in "The Punishment of Korah"
include the six black capped figures on the right who are
either papal secretaries or other officials.^

The second

figure from the right edge is purported to be Botticelli's
self-portrait because the man wears a painter's cap and
blouse,^ however, this face differs too much from other
known self-portraits to give this identification much weight.
At the left, the two figures above Moses may be Allesandro
Farnese, who became Pope Paul III, and his tutor Pomponius
Laetus.^

Since they do not look at the biblical activities,
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these portraits nay be present only to honor these men.
Sixtus was acutely aware of the impact his chapel and
its decoration would have on the viewer. By including con
temporary likenesses in the crowd he reconciled political
quarrels, distinguished relatives and acknowledged members of
the church hierarchy.

These persons became a permanent fix

ture in a cycle which recorded church history, so they gained
status in the eye of the beholder.
These likenesses, as well as those of the biblical
figures, are a tribute to Botticelli's aptitude for portrai
ture because each head is fully individualized.

The features

are depicted with simplicity but convincing reality.

The

artist painted the eyes of his subjects in the Sistine in
such a way that they animate the face and express a mood so
that empathy is created between the beholder and the likeness.
These figures demonstrate Botticelli's remarkable ability to
seize the essence of his subject and record it simply, elc68
quently, yet effortlessly.
A further portrait must be included in this discus
sion because it contains a contemporary likeness, but it is
not by Botticelli's hand.

"The Assumption of the "Virgin" by

Perugino contained a portrait of Sixtus (Figure 16).

This

fresco was a conventional donor portrait, yet the presence of
the Virgin signals certain noteworthy historical and theolo
gical concepts which emphasize Sixtus*s aspirations for his
papacy and his chapel.
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Sixtus dedicated the Sistine to the Virgin, an act
which followed a precedent set for his chapel on this site
*>y Nicholas Vi furthermore, Sixtus initiated the feast of the
69
Immaculate Conception into the Church calendar.
The image
of the Virgin reflects Franciscan theology "because the
Iranciscan Order humanized Mary,and was responsible for both her
widespread veneration and for the acceptance of her Immaculate
70
Conception.
Historically, when the Church and papacy are strong,
Ilarian imagery and vorship proliferate, tut vhen the strength
cf both institutions vanes, the veneration of the Virgin also
declines; thus, the Virgin appears to be a pawn of the Church's
71
self-image.
An example of the Virgin's presence during a
time of the Church's power is Sta. Naria Maggiore,

In the

mid-fifth century, a period of religious vigor, the emperor's
strength reinforced that of the Church, so in Sta. r--ia.ria
72
Kaggiore, Mary appears in imperial garb.
Sixtus intended to reaffirm the power of the Church
and papacy in his chapel.

Since Mary is often equated with

the Church and serves as a symbol of it, Perugino's altar
fresco depicting her assumption into Heaven and impending
coronation signified the triumph of the Church as veil as its
sovereignty.
In the clerestory of the Sistine, "between the windows,
the portraits of twenty eight popes now appear.

There may

have been two or even four more on the altar wall, creating
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a decorative scheme similar to that of the entrance wall.
The presence of the papal portraits follows a practice known
from early Christian times; examples of this kind of cycle
are to be found in Sant' Urbano alia Caffarella and S. Paolo
?4
fuori le Mura.
In S. Paolo fuori le Mura the cycle begins
with the portrait of Linus, Peter's successor, whereas the
first extant portrait in the Sistine is of Clement I, the
fourth pope.

Probably only two portraits, (those of Linus

7

and Cletus) are lost.'^
Although the historical sequence is maintained, the
portraits do not succeed each other down the side walls,
rather one pontiff faces his sucessor on the opposite wall,
beginning to the right of the altar wall.

This zig zag

arrangement enhances the typological design of the chapel,
emphasized by the inscriptions, and denies a strict chrono
logical, historical reading of the narrative frescoes.
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an identical manneri every full length portrait is framed by
an illusionistic shell niche and drawn so as to correspond to
the viewer's perception from below.

Each Pope wears a papal

tiara and halo, Quattrocento vestments and bears an attribute
of his office.

On a panel beneath each is an inscription

recording his name, the years of his reign and his death.
The tiaras, vestment and book

covers were studded with

gilded gesso points so that light from the clerestory windows
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glinted on then, heightening the richness of presentation and
drawing attention to this area.^
The purpose of this series of portraits is to present
the predecessors of Sixtus's office and to legitimize the of
fice by clearly tracing its lineage back to Christ and Peter.
These ancestor portraits document the history of the papacy
and witness the sanctity of the office.

In the historical

sense these portraits continue the priesthood of Moses, Christ
78
and Peter up into Sixtus's time.
The question of how many of these portraits Botticelli
designed and/or executed cannot be easily answered because the
paintings are damaged to the extent that individual hands can80

not be discerned.

However, Evaristus, Hyginus, Anicetus, So-

ter, Cornelius, Lucius, Stephen, Sixtus II, Marcellus and Marcellinus are after Botticelli's cartoons, and Anicetus, Corn
elius, Lucius, Stephen and Sixtus II are probably by the art
ist himself (Figures 23,

25.and 26).®°

As he did in the narrative portraits below, Botticelli
distinguished his papal portraits by individualizing the fea81
tures, although these are imaginary likenesses.
In the
upper bodies of Sixtus II and Stephen can be found composi
tional echoes of Botticelli's portrait of St. Augustine in
the 0®iissanti, the work he completed before he left for Rome
(Figure 27).
Botticelli's frescoes for Sixtus exhibit his artistic
prowess in portraiture, movement, gesture and pose of the
figure, as well as his ability to compose for narrative clar
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ity.

The artist developed ev«n gr«afcer povrers as at result of

his Roman experience* because the scale and grandeur of the
city impressed him grea-tljr-

JctticelLi's vorK of th.e next

ten years reflects this through the monument ali.ty of his
Oo
expression.
Upon, his return to Florence, 2ctticeLli*s
capacity to understand intellectual concepts and. transform
them into visual images increased as we 11-^

In turn, his

ability to organize a myriad of competing forms into a co
hesive unit with the greatest "visual impact, as he had done
in the Sistine, influenced Florentine art so that t>y the end
of the century, Botticelli's composi*tional manner dominated
...
84
painting.

cjiAPra 6
CONCLUSION
Sixtus's design for his chapel and its decoration
illustrate issues more important than the vainglory of the
Pope or concepts understood by the select.

The chapel's

continuous usage and further decorative additions

adhere to

the purpose and iconography of Sixtus's program, indicating
its cLear comprehension hy succeeding generations.
Sixtus used the chapel only on the nost holy oi occa
sions.

Kis ovtn coronation took place on St. Bartholomew* s

day which is still one of the most important days of com

memoration celebrated there.1

Since the completion of the

chapel, the Conclave has met there to elect Peter's succes
sors; this alone attests to the continuation of the elevated
purposes for which the room was intended,
Julius II, who enjoyed a powerful position during his
uncle Sixtus IV* s pontificate, was as politically aggressive
as Sixtus had been.

Julius's reign is distinguished ior the

reiorms he made in the Church and the new -vitality and con
fidence he instilled in the institution.

He is also remem

bered for his commission to Michelangelo to paint the Sistine
ceiling.
Michelangelo followed the (original) bilateral sym10U
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metry of the floor when he designed the ceiling and used the
bands ol the floor decoration to determine the bands in the
ceiling.

Four frescoes appear over the entrance area and

fi"ve appear a"bove the presbyterium.

The first four depict

the fall of humanity while the latter group represents the
Creation.

Directly abo"ve the papal throne in "the presbyte-

riun is the prophet Jeremiah who foretoLd the coming of
Christ.2
Michelangelo's lunettes, containing the forty genera
tions of Christ's forefathers, follow the sane 2ig zag pat
tern of arrangement as the papal portraits in the clerestory,
rhey create and amplify an analogy: the forefathers are to
Christ what the Popes are to Sixtus; therefore, the presence
of the forefathers contributes to Sixtus's theme of universal
history,^

Furthermore, the enthroned apostles "by tlichelangelo

function iconographically as the forebears of these early
ii
Popes.
Thus, Michelangelo adhered to the same pattern of
thought and design as Sixtus initiated.
The inscriptions devised "by Sixtus for the Hoses v/all
emphasize the written word of the Law.

This theme appears in

the ceiling in the figures of Prophets and Sibyls who hold
looks or scrolls.

The Libyan sibyl forecasts the spoken law

cf Christ's ministry "because she puts her boofc away.
Ilichelangelo's ceiling functions physically as a "bridge to
unite the typology of the fresco cycle "beneath it as it also
•visually heightens the meaning of Sixtus's inscriptions; the
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contrast between the •written and spoken word.^
Certain specific images Iron the vail frescoes appear
to have inspired Uichelangelo as well.

Nicholas da lira's

description of the altar depicted in Botticelli's Tempta
tion of Christ'* is repxeated in the image ol the sacrifice cf
Noah.^

Botticelli's Hoses in "The Punishment of Korah" pre-

figures Michelangelo's conception of Moses an the ceiling.
Since Julius was close to his uncle he was probably
quite avare cf Sixtus's plan for the chapel, so it is no sur
prise that Julius's ceiling follows and supplements the origi
nal composition and iconography.

"Yet, even later additions

still adhere to Sixtus's design.
leo X commissioned ten tapestry cartoons from Baphael
in 151k-.

Upon their completion, the tapestries would hang

beneath the naxrati-ve frescoes and cover the painted curtains
on festive occasions.

The tapestries were wo-ven and in place

in 1.520s their subject is the Acts of the Apostles=
At His Ascension (depicted on the entrance wall "by
Ghirlandaic), Christ instructed His apostles to "preach the
gospel to every creature" (Mark I6tl5).

Here again, the

emphasis is on the spoken word of the New law "because the
apostles axe charged with propagating the Christian faith by
word cf mo"uth.
In Raphael's tapestries Peter and Paul represent the
founders of Christ's church - Peter is the apostle of the
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Jews and Paul the apostle of the Gentiles - a repetition of
the concept of the origins of the Universal Church found in
the wall frescoes.

These hangings were originally displayed

only in the altar half of the chapels only one episode in the
g
series, the Preaching of St. Paul, hung in the entrance half.
Peter was, as we have seen, featured in the frescoes on
the right side of the altar as the prefiguration of subsequent
vicars of Christ on earth.

The tapestries devoted to Peter

were also designed to hang on the right, or the epistle, side
of the altar.

The epistles are read only for the faithful.

Paul's tapestries were meant for the left or gospel side,
where the Moses stories occur.

The gospels are read to
o
instruct the converted and to convert the unbelievers.
The episodes depicted in the tapestries - The Mira
culous Draught of Fishes, The Giving of the Keys, The Con
version of St. Paul, St. Paul Preaching at Athens - are those
often cited in discussions about the church and its headbecause they emphasize the historical foundation of papal
power and the duties of the office.10

Leo was a peaceable

pontiff whose relaxed papacy sapped the strength of the
church, but he was aware of the primacy of papal power, and
these tapestries are his resort to those who doubted the
potency of his status.
Paul III commissioned Michelangelo to paint the altar
wall in 1536.

The Last Judgement represents the second

coming of Christ and spells a warning to heretics and
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schismatics.

This theme finds its source in the text in the

attic of the Arch of Constantine in Botticelli's "Punishment
of Korah" and asserts the nower of the church to punish those
guilty of these offenses, so it is a theme suited to the
papacy.11
This subject is entirely within the scope of those
historically oriented narrative and typological cycles v/hich
influenced the fresco decoration of the side walls.

12

Not

only the theme, but also the composition and style of
Michelangelo's Last Judgement comply with those of the nar
rative paintings Sixtus commissioned.
In Michelangelo's fresco, St. Lawrence and St.
Bartholomew appear at Christ's feet.

These two figures refer

to the history of the Sistine chapel because the first feast
celebrated in the chapel was that of St. Lawrence, patron of
the Medici, and Sixtus's coronation was celebrated on St.
Bartholomew's day.
Even as late as the end of the sixteenth century,
when Clement VIII ordered a set of vestments for the chapel,
Sixtus's iconography recurs.

Clement commissioned these

objects for use during Holy Week.

The altar fiontal depicts

a Eucharistic themes the image is of the dead Christ, the
Eucharistic body, supported by two angels.

On the chasuble,

Christ receives the Chalice from an angel, a further refer
ence to the Eucharist.

The cope displays the Sacrifice of
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Isaac prefiguring Christ's sacrifice, and the image of
Melchizedek, whose priesthood is equated with that of Christ;,
Melcnizedek's bloodless sacrifice of bread and wine fore
shadows the Last Supper.

Marian imagery, present in the

original altar wall fresco,

occurs

in the altar

frontal in The Appearance of Mary to Christ, and on the front
11
of the dalmatic in two scenes from the Life of Mary.
This unbroken chain of additions "to the chapel, re
peating Sixtus's iconography i serves "to reinforce tine notion
that the images in the frescoes were entirely intelligible to
their audience and that the concepts they express were signi
ficant enough to the Church and papacy to warrant their
perpetuation.

Sixtus's ecclesiastical and political themes,

reiterated "by his successors, echo throughout the room.
The Sistine chapel was meant from the "beginning to "be the
greatest chapel in Christendom and to celebrate the power of
the Church and its head; the ensemtile of its decoration tes
tifies to the continuity and endurance of the faith and the
papacy.
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AKPENDH A
CONTRACT TOR TIW FRESCOES
Vatican Archives, Oblig. et SoLut. 7<? A, fol. I5y~l6r,
Locatio picture cape lie magne neve palacii. apostolici save
deputacio a<J ipsan depingeadan.
Die xxvii Dctcbris 1^81. Pcme in camera apostolica
pontificatus sanctissini in christo patris el do mini nostri
donini Sixti pape Liii anno undecino Rone in palacio apes- *
tolico honcrabilis vix do minus Johanaes Petri de luLcitus
de Plorencia habitat ox Rone supexstaas sire cormissarius
fabrics palacii apostclici ageas ut dixit do nandato et ex
coMiissione sanctissimi ionini nostri jape sibi facta, presentibus ne notario publico et testibus infxascriptis gratis
etc. coaduxit sive locavit ac conducit sire locat providis
viris Cosno Lauxentii Phylippi. RosseLli, Alexandre I'arianL,
et Bcmiaico thomasli Corracli de Tlorenlia, et Pet TO Christ Ofori Castxi Ple"bis Pexusin, dioccsis depietcribus Pone
conoranti'bus picturan cape lie nagne ao-ve iicti palacii
apo stolid a capite altaris infexius, "videlicet decen istorias testamenti antiqui et novi cum coxtinis infexius ad
depingeadurc bene diligenter et fideLiter roelius quo poteruat
per ipsos et eoxum quernlibet et Jarniliares suos pxout inceptum est, It con-venerunt ac proniserum t ipsi depietores eider,
donino JoJianni Petri super slant i loeateri nomine dicti sanctissimi. denini nostri pape dictas decern istcrias cun earun
cortini-s vit predicitux depingere et finire June ad quintalndecimain diem ir.ensis marcii proxime futuri, cur. precio solu
tionis et estimation is ad quam seu quod ertimabuntur istorie
ian facte in dicta capella per ecsdefi depictores, sub pena
quinquaginta ducatorun auri de camera pro quclibet eorunder;
contrafaciente, quan penam spoate sLbi inpo suerun*t et ad cjuan
si contralacieirt incidi rolueru.n1; et vcluat, que pena aplicari debeat fa"bxice dicte capelle etc. Et pro predictis onrcibus et singulis ipsi depictores obligaru.n1; se e*t or.nia
eorum tenetur pro alio contrafaciente et predicta noa closerranle sire observantilus etc, in meLioxi et strictiori rforr-.a
camere etc. Stfbmiserunt se et. Fenunciarunt etc. Constituexunt procurantores etc. Et iurarerunt e1c, Tiat in amplicri forma et. Et etiam ex pacto fueruat concordes quod
quedan o"bligacic per dictos dlpictores alias facta dicto
1U6
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Joharmi Petri supexstanti super pecuniis per eos Teceptis et
recipiendis rati-one c2Lc*te depicture inaneat in suo valore et
ro"ibore <etc. TVeserntibus venerabildbus "viris dominis Iiarlono
de rionte aLto et Baptists de Spello earners apostols.ee notarais pro "testi"bus et me jojnanne Gerones eausdem can<ere> not&rio
rogato,

lup
ESTiriAFE TOR THE FlflSF POUR FRISCOES
OF THI WO KIM 17AIX
Vatican A-rchires, Oblig. 7$ A( fol. \6 -1?'.
Comprcrnissuni super e stirnassione picture in quatucr prernis
istoriis factis in capella maiori pape cum sententia et
approbations etc.
A.nno a nativitate doininim M° CCCCLJXXII0 indictione
%v die xvii mensis januarii pontificatus domini Sixti anno
undecimo Rome in palatip ajostolico in camera infrascripti
reverendissimi domini cardinalis present(e) me notario pu
blico et testibus infrascriptis reverendissimus in Christo
pater et dcniinus dominus Dc(minicus) miseratione divina tituLi sancti Clementis sacrosancte Roisane ecclesie prestdter
cardinalis ex commlssione ac de niandato et nor.ine sanctissird
doraini nostri pape ut dixit vive vocis oracuXo sibi facto ex
una ac honcrabiles vara Cosnas Xaurentii PhyXippi de Rccellis,
Alexander IlariaTii et Eorninicus llnomasii Corraai de Florencia
et Petrus Cbristofori Castri plebis Perusin. diocesis depictoribus dipingentibus cape Ham maiorem palacii apcstolici de
nandato prefati sanctissimi domini nostri pape partibus ex
altera gratis compromiserwit in venerabiles et egregios ac
honorabiles vires dor.inos magistrun. -Antoni"um de Tinerolo in
venerabiles et egregics ac bonoraabiles viros doninos magis
tral ord. Iratrun minorum, Eartholoneum de Bollis canonicurc
basilice pxincipis apostoicrun "to tfrhe, Laurum de sancto
Joh.anne ie Padua, Johannen /lloysiuin de Hantua, LadislaWi de
Padua dipiotores et magistxum Johannem Petri de Eulcibus de
Florentia flome habit atore in tanquam arlitros et artitratores
ac judices ad taxandum et judicandum picturan per dictcs
Cosnan Alexandrun Dominicuri et Jetruir, Christofori in capella
naiori sanctissird domini nostri pape lactam in quatuox primis istoriis firdtis cum cortinis cornicibus et pontificibus,
que cortine postquam Juerint finite detent iudicari per dictos arbitrcs ibidem presentes et acceptantes etc. Et dicti
dotrxini arbitri et arbitratcres ac judices per dictas partes,
electi ut supra non divertendo ad alios actus ha"bito consilic
inter eosden et aulitis partibus ibidem present i"bus declararunt et iudicarunt dictos magistros depictores detere habere
a sanctitate doxiini nostri pape pro dictis quatuor istoriis
cum dictis cortinis cornicibus et pontificiXus videlicet pro
qualiXet istoria earundeii ducatcs de camera ducentos qtiinquaginta ad rationen 2c carlenornni pro quoliXet ducato et pro
qualilet istoria et supra. Et dicte partes ibidem presentes
laudarunt appro"barunt et enologarunt presentem sententian
declarationem et laudtim et promiserunt non contravenire etc.
et iuraverunt etc# presentibus reverendo in Christo patri
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domino N. Episcopo Ceneten. et Andrea de Ilcntecasulis de
Viterbio ac Luca de EuLci"bus sanctissirni domini nostxi paje
familiari pro testitus etc, Et me Johanne Gerones canere
apostolice notario rcgato.

APPENDIX B
WOSIS CYCLE

CHRIST CYCLE

1.

OBSERV-ATIO, ANTIQVI.
BECENERAriONIS. A.
WOlSE PER CIRCONCISIOWEW.

2.

IflSriTVTIO. NOVAE.
REGENIFAfIONIN. A
CKRISTO. IH BA-PTISMO.

2.

rEWPMIO. MOI SI.
LEGIS. SCR3PFA1.
LA TORIS.

2.

TIMPTATIO. IESV.
CflRISTI. LATORIS
EVANG3XICAI. LEGIS.

3.

COUGREGAFIO. POPVLI.
b. KOISI. LIGEM.
SCRIPTAM. ACCEHTVRI.

3-

CONGRIGAriO POPV1I
LIGEM EVANGELICAW
RICEPTVRI,

PROW/LGATIO. LIGIS
SCRIPTAE. PER KOISEN

4.

PPOMVlGAriO EVAHGELICI
1IGIS PER CHRISTVM.

5.

cowimArio- KOISI.
LEGIS. SCRIPM. LATORIS

5.

CONTRVBAriO. IESV.
CHRIST!. LEGIS. 1ATOR2S

6.

REPLICATIO. LEGIS.
SCRIPTAE A NOISE.

(>.

RISVRRICriO Er ASCENS30
CHRIST! EVANGELICAE
LIGIS XATORIS.
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